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Danish Summary 
Introduktion 
Dette projekt omhandler generationsidentitet i en postmoderne periode, og er baseret på Douglas 
Couplands to romaner Shampoo Planet og Generation X: Tales for an Accelerated Culture. Vi 
undersøger gennem en litterær analyse, hvordan generationsidentitet bliver præsenteret i forhold til den 
postmodernistiske periode. Dette belyses og undersøges på en teoretisk baggrund af Bent Sørensens og 
hans introduktion til generationalitet, Gerard Genette og hans begreb ‘paratekstualitet’, William Strauss 
og Neil Howe og deres generationsteori, samt Fredric Jameson og Terry Eagleton med deres kritik af 
postmodernisme. Derudover bruger vi Ian Burkitt’s selvidentitets-begreb til at specificere og uddybe 
‘jeg’et’ i den postmoderne periode. 
Problemformulering 
Hvordan reflekterer karaktererne i romanerne Generation X: Tales for an Accelerated Culture og 
Shampoo Planet generationsidentitet, og hvilken rolle spiller postmodernismen i denne 
identitetsdannelse? 
Metode 
Inden for hermeneutikkens kvalitative metode, analyserer vi, ved ræsonnerende fremstilling, de to 
romaner gennem to tematiske analyser med udgangspunkt i udvalgte temaer. Vi analyserer herved ud 
fra forskellige pointer fra vores teori. Derefter sammenligner vi disse tematikker i en komparativ 
analyse, sammen med nye udvalgte temaer, som er gennemgående i begge romaner. 
Teori 
Vi har valgt, at arbejde med Jameson og Eagletons marxistisk-baserede kritiske overvejelser om 
postmodernisme. Eagleton beskriver postmodernismen som en moderne kultur, der udvisker grænserne 
mellem kunst og hverdagserfaringer. Vi bruger Strauss og Howes socio-historiske 
generationsskifteteori, hvor vi hovedsageligt fokuserer på den 13. generation, idet det er denne, 
romanerne arbejder med. Denne generation, født mellem 1961 og 1981, er ofte blevet refereret til som 
den navnløse generation, eller X generationen, grundet det svindende identitetsbegreb der udfoldede sig 
i denne periode. Derudover bruges Sørensens begreb ‘generationalitet’, samt hans introduktion til 
begrebet paratekstualitet.  
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Konklusion  
Det fremgår i både Generation X og Shampoo Planet, at karaktererne er midt i en betydelig 
beslutningsproces, der involverer en genforhandling af deres opfattelse af historie og tid, og dens 
relation til dannelsen af generationsidentitet - både som individer, såvel som individer i en 
gruppesammenhæng. Subjektet i den postmoderne periode er i dets stræben efter identitet hermed nødt 
til, at træffe en beslutning i valget mellem overensstemmelse eller konfrontation. 
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1. Introduction 
As unique as one might think members of the human species can be, we are without any doubt all 
strongly affected by certain superordinate conditions that frame our lives. These conditions that impact 
our way of living, create not only our collectivity but also shape our differences. One of the most 
fundamental frames concerns the era in which we grow up – the generation that we are part of. Being 
of the same generation means being exposed to more or less the same world with its societal, linguistic, 
technological and political structures, and developments. Most importantly, perhaps, it means 
belonging to one age group: being young together, aging together, and then growing old together. This 
tends to entail encountering and either challenging or reinforcing prevailing systems and societal issues 
that were established by previous generations. In short, being of the same generation generates a certain 
common ground on which it is possible to compare, compete, and share. Within a generation lies the 
capacity to understand and communicate in a way that is somewhat exclusive, in a sense that it can be 
shared solely by members of that generation; in that it appears very similar to notions such as 
nationality, religion, sex, or class. 
With this project we aim to explore the notion of generational identity on the basis of two 
novels, namely Generation X: Tales for an Accelerated Culture (1991), and Shampoo Planet (1992), 
both of which are written by Douglas Coupland. The aim is to investigate how these two novels 
represent their respective generations, and what kind of generational identity is assigned to the 
characters. As we are dealing with works of fiction, we also seek to explore the way in which the 
novels establish their narrative surroundings. Another element of this project’s investigation revolves 
around the subject of postmodernism. Thus, our project explores the postmodern era and how it 
influences generational identity-formation in Coupland’s novels. These contemplations have led us to 
the following problem statement:  
How do the characters in the novels Generation X: Tales for an Accelerated Culture and 
Shampoo Planet establish generational identity, and what role does postmodernism play in this 
formation? 
The theoretical framework of this investigation will be constituted by Bent Sørensen’s work on 
generationality and paratextuality, William Strauss and Neil Howe’s generational theory, and Fredric 
Jameson and Terry Eagleton’s insights into postmodernism. Ian Burkitt’s contemplations make it 
possible to define the concept of identity and self in the postmodern era. Having gained a sufficient 
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understanding of the relevant concepts from within these theoretical domains, we analyze the novels 
Generation X: Tales for an Accelerated Culture - henceforth referred to as Generation X - and 
Shampoo Planet in succession, and then in comparison. 
1.1 The Concept of Identity 
One of the main concepts of this investigation is concerned with the question of identity. If one were 
elucidate the notion of identity, then perhaps one might come up with aspects such as name, age, 
nationality, and profession. However, a profound and integral account of who one is appears almost 
impossible to attain because of the many different contexts in which one interacts, and the multiple 
roles one fulfills depending on one’s surroundings. Without comparison, without other individuals, the 
concept of identity would lose its relevance. However individualized the world we live in appears to be, 
our ‘selves’ depend greatly on other human beings. This is well described by Ian Burkitt who calls our 
search for self a ‘social activity’, pointing out that 
[i]n Western societies that put a high value on the individual - its freedom, autonomy, creativity, and the 
expression of its own individuality - we can easily overlook the role that others play in giving us the pieces 
with which to put together an image of our self. (Burkitt, 2008: 1) 
Perhaps the most crucial point to keep in mind in our investigation of generational identity within the 
two novels is the importance of all characters involved in the establishment of personal, as well as 
collective, self-identity.  
1.2 The ‘Self’ in the Postmodern Era 
The generation we are dealing with is situated in a world undergoing drastic change. With the 
emergence of postmodernism, the world has become more and more unified, and things have become 
possible that were not even imaginable for previous generations. As the main character in Generation X 
states: “(...) where you’re from feels sort of irrelevant these days (...)” (Coupland, 1991: 4). Whereas 
former generations were relatively bound to the place they were born, with its possibilities and 
limitations within cultural and social spheres, individuals can now travel and even choose to live on 
other continents. This broadening of horizons, which is also brought about by the extension of the 
media, tends to change the way one makes sense of the place one grew up in, including its political and 
socio-cultural structures. As opposed to members of earlier generations, people can now directly 
(through travelling) and indirectly (through the media) experience the diversity this planet holds, and 
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thereby gain a much richer picture of places and people. As the possibilities multiply, the future - one 
of the most prominent themes in the novels by Coupland - is less foreseeable than it used to be, leading 
to a type of challenging of identity that Burkitt describes in Social Selves: “I know who I am, but I’m 
not certain I’ll always be this way: my future may be radically different, and so may I” (Burkitt, 2008: 
163). The high need for adaptability makes it difficult for modern individuals to find a consistent self 
which, Burkitt argues, places them 
(...) in something of a dilemma, because in order to relate to others we must have something about our 
selves that is relatively substantial and unchanging, so that people can know us: yet we also must be 
prepared to change quickly in a fluid world that demands adaptability. (ibid.: 174) 
Thus, developing a self-identity is a new sort of challenge in postmodern times - one that we explore 
further within the literary sphere of the two aforementioned novels. 
1.3 Methodology 
In order to enable a framing of our analysis we have chosen to utilize a hermeneutic qualitative 
method: meaning-making through interpretation. This method is used to study the formation of 
generational identity as it is portrayed in the two novels. The findings are thereby based on a subjective 
interpretation of the novels, supported by the chosen theory. Firstly, we conduct a thematic analysis 
that enables us to acquire an understanding of the characters and the essential thematic elements in the 
novels. The thematic analyses will be built around two fields of theory, namely generationality and 
postmodernism. Secondly, we incorporate the findings from the preceding analyses in a comparative 
analysis. Here, we juxtapose the findings of the thematic analyses in order to gain a deeper picture of 
how generational identity is generated. Furthermore, we introduce new elements in the comparative 
analysis, such as paratextuality. Analyzing the two novels both in a separately and comparatively, and 
applying the theory to them, brings us insights as to how they establish generational identity and in 
what way postmodernism influences its formation. 
The thematic analyses are structured on the basis of different themes that are prominent in the novels. 
We have filtered the novels for aspects that we consider essential and worth further investigation. This 
process of filtering is, of course, highly subjective. Thus, we present one way of interpreting extracts 
from the novels. The themes we focus on were chosen on the basis of discussions held, in which the 
group identified recurring themes in the novels which were then compressed into keywords. After 
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evaluating these words and placing them within broader terms, we identified three central and 
comparable elements in both novels and the additional theme of ‘storytelling’ in Generation X.  
The comparative analysis aims at outlining differences and similarities in the meaning-making process 
of the characters connected to the generation they are part of and the world they live in. Here, we 
illuminate certain aspects that are absent from the thematic analyses, juxtaposing the role of 
paratextuality, generationality, and postmodernism in Generation X and Shampoo Planet. 
As a methodological tool, and to ensure that we have not missed any meaningful elements in 
the comparative analysis, we have created a register of words (Appendix A) that enables us to pinpoint 
the pages in the respective novels, which introduce fundamental topics. 
1.3.1 Methodologically Dealing with Literary Generational Representations 
It is crucial to point out that we are aware of the fact that we take fictional literary works as a basis for 
an investigation about generational identity. By doing that, we are treating the novels as representations 
of that generation, despite the fact that there is only one person standing behind the content of the 
novels, namely Coupland. Sørensen, in the section voices of The Xiled considers Wexler & Hulmes 
critique on both Generation X and Strauss & Howe's 13th Gen. They reject these texts because they 
claim that the authors who are too old. Sørensen, however, criticizes their rejection of the texts for this 
would mean that “purely circumstantial reasons, such as author age can be equated with content 
reasons for rejecting texts as representational of the editors’ generation” (Sørensen, 2001: 189). 
Furthermore, he dismisses their argument that “[n]one of the people we're talking about has ever had 
his or her own public voice” for the reason that Coupland qualifies as a “high profile member of their 
own generation (...)” (ibid.: 190) who has certainly had a chance to say something (ibid.: 190). Thus, 
Sørensen rejects most of Wexler & Hulmes' criticism, stating that a text will always be to some extent 
subjective and dependent on the editor's agenda, which does not, however, make the text less valuable 
(ibid.). 
Although the novels we investigate in this project are subjective in their nature and the result of the 
contemplations of one person, they can still be seen as valid generational texts. 
On a final methodological note, we would like to emphasize needs to regard the outcome of this 
report as only one out of many possible outcomes, which is shaped by our research angle as well as by 
other conditions such as our educational background.  
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2. Theory 
In this chapter, we explore various theoretical concepts drawn from different fields of studies. In order 
to analyze the literature, we establish a theoretical framework that includes aspects from the domains of 
postmodern and generational theory. We have chosen to work with Jameson’s and Eagleton’s Marxist-
based critical contemplations on postmodernism and Strauss and Howe’s socio-historical generational 
theory. Sørensen completes our theory on generationality as a genre and difference discourse. He 
furthermore helps us introduce the important element of paratextuality that one should not leave 
unnoticed when dealing with literary works. Building our study on those, in this case, interrelated 
pillars provides us with a basis on which it is possible to construct a comprehensive analysis. 
2.1 Genre, Generational Differences, and the Term ‘Generation’ 
When working with literature, the question of genre always comes up and deserves to be explored. 
Posing the question; “What makes a literary text a generational text?”, one is, as it were, confronted 
with a question of genre (Sørensen, 2001: 9). Sørensen poses the question of whether one can talk of a 
‘generationing’ of a text in the same breath as ‘gendering’ or ‘queering’ a text (ibid.: 4). To include or 
exclude a text in the generational sphere, Sørensen situates generational novels within the genre of 
what is in German called the Bildungsroman which is described as: 
(...) one or a small collective of young protagonist(s) situated in a transitional phase of life, usually 
involving actions or a series of choices which are decodable as rites of passage, involving developments 
away from sexual, intellectual, moral and economic immaturity. (ibid.: 9) 
What differentiates the generational novel from the Bildungsroman and grants it its special character is 
the generational twist (ibid.: 10). This twist involves the theme of belonging or not belonging to “(...) 
entities seen as age/cohort specific and involving culturally mutual inter-generational embattlement” 
(ibid.). Furthermore, Sørensen argues, the generational twist includes a meta-dimension, namely a self-
reflexive one, that allows the character in the novel to contemplate about “(...) generational belonging 
and deviance from other generational identities (...)” (ibid.). One criterion a novel needs to fulfill, in 
order for it to be considered generational, is that it needs to be contemporary with regard to the 
generation it depicts (Sørensen, 2001: 11-12). His argument is that it would otherwise slip back into the 
genre of the Bildungsroman where contemporaneity appears not to be required. However, he is aware 
of the fact that this criterion is rather complex in so far as 
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(...) the only agencies by which contemporaneity can be determined are those of author biography or 
sociological or anthropological study of the culturality of the region and period in which the novels are 
published and read. (ibid.: 12) 
Generation X fulfills the criteria essential to qualify it as a Bildungsroman, as we read about young 
protagonists confronted by choices in a transitional phase of their lives (ibid.: 9). However, the novel is 
contemporary in relation to the generation it depicts - even avant-gardist as the novel was published in 
1991, while the storyline takes places in 1999 and 2000 - which denotes a generational text. We argue 
that Shampoo Planet and Generation X are generational texts, as they depict young people searching 
for meaning in their lives while positioning themselves in relation to other generations, by means of 
what they are not. Difference appears to be only possible by means of comparison - on the basis of 
what one is not. Sørensen points out that differences can either be biologically determined by age, sex, 
or race, or socially derived by factors like class, nation, or religion (ibid.: 15). Defining ourselves and 
others on the basis of these categories is deeply rooted in the history of humanity, for they “(...) are 
believed to constitute us as subjects and to explain our being in the world” (ibid.: 14). However, in 
contemporary times, the importance of language and its difference-constructing power has come to the 
fore, leaving postmodernists with the impression that in communicative situations all differences are 
negotiable (ibid.). Following Sørensen, “it is exactly when this negotiation takes place that the 
differences are readable as discursive phenomena (...)” (Sørensen, 2001: 14). He makes the important 
observation that “[a]ll these discourses/texts are readable as embodying narratives of ‘I’ and the 
‘Other’” (ibid.). Sørensen summarizes: “(...) difference discourses, can be isolated as consisting mainly 
of a putting into discursivity of difference of age, sex, race, nationality, class, and religion” (ibid.: 4). In 
the case of generational novels, this ‘Other’ is played by other generations and the topic of the 
discourse is the age difference. Thus, “[t]he age difference put into discursivity often becomes the 
generational difference discourse” (ibid.). 
The term generation is, in general, quite a loose one, since the categorization of ages and people 
in this form is an inherently man-made, illusory idea. However, there are many ideas and notions as to 
what a generation is, and since it is essentially a fictive term, its meaning is subjective. This project will 
therefore investigate the connotations attached to the term ‘generation’. According to Sørensen, there is 
a duality to the notion of the term: it can either refer to a group of people born within a certain time 
frame from a solely demographical point of view, or it can refer to what this group of people share in 
relation to cultural experiences, time specific events, and attitudes created therefrom (ibid.: 41). The 
term ‘generation’ can thus refer to a solely demographic construct of people, who happen to be born 
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within a thirty year time frame (Jary & Jary in Sørensen, 2001: 41), or can also include these people’s 
personal experiences and general events occurring within this time frame (Sørensen, 2001: 42). 
Contradicting to Sørensen’s definition of a generation as spreading over a thirty-year period, Strauss 
and Howe generally refer to ‘generation’ as applicable to a group of people born within a twenty-year 
time span (Strauss & Howe, 1993: 13). Strauss and Howe are generally more specific in their 
definitions of generations’ relation to time; every generation in the last century is determined by the 
certain time span they were born within, where the year plays the defining factor. This specific 
differentiation shows consideration towards the second aspect of ‘generation’ as they argue that the 
way we are shaped by history and historical events that happen in our lifetime, impacts the collective 
identity process of people who share these memories of occurrences (ibid.: 15). Here, these yearly 
differences must be built on connections within the generation based on cultural and historical events. 
Additionally, Strauss and Howe note that the similarities within a generation are not always 
immediately evident (ibid.); they thus show consideration to time and history in relation to defining the 
nature and limits for a generation. 
Whatever a 15- or 25-year-old’s individual circumstances, he or she can sense a composite personality, a 
generational core. It’s something each individual can help define, “slack” within, or fight against - but 
cannot easily ignore. (ibid.: 12) 
However, Sørensen stresses the importance of considering a third option for reading ‘generation’ in 
which we have to consider the diachronic nature of history and time. A generation should not function 
as a unity solely based on its synchronic meaning, but as a part of many generations diachronically 
connected through time and space (ibid.). We have to look further than one generation randomly 
located in time, to the connection between this generation as part of a grander scheme, composed of all 
the collective history of all the generations. This would also allow us to look beyond the limits that 
define a single generation, and see traits functioning either within or across generations, which might 
reflect contrary movements, values, or identities. 
2.2 The Thirteeners/X-ers 
This project focuses mainly on the generation defined by Strauss and Howe as the Thirteenth 
generation, or Thirteeners, as this is the most applicable to the main characters of our chosen literature. 
Born between 1961 and 1981, the Thirteeners are named as such because they are “(...) the Thirteenth 
generation to know the U.S. flag and the Constitution” (Strauss & Howe, 1992: 2). ‘Thirteeners’ is by 
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far the most neutral label applied to this generation. They are also commonly thought of as “the 
generation after” (Nancy Smith in Strauss & Howe, 1993: 7) or Baby Busters (Strauss & Howe, 1993: 
12). These names are more representative of the negative connotations connected to this generation, as 
they were generally agreed to be a generation of drug users, criminals, and dropouts (ibid.: 45). During 
their childhoods, they experienced the first huge wave of divorce rates and absent fathers, their school 
years were marked by reformation, and their job situations were unstable and scarce. They became the 
generation that marked the downfall of society (ibid.: 7-11; 1992: 7-8). However, the labels ‘X-ers’ and 
‘Thirteeners’ were not originally intended to bear similar meaning. When Douglas Coupland wrote 
Generation X, he was the first to use the term “X generation” to describe a part of the Thirteener 
identity. Coupland himself was originally part of the late Baby Boomer generation, which denoted the 
period from 1943 to 1964. However, Coupland, as well as a variety of other writers, revolted against 
being categorized as part of the Boomer generation, which they felt no connection to. ‘X-er’ thereby 
became a term to describe the identity of Not-Boomers (ibid.: 12). Later on, the X-er identity became 
representative of the Thirteeners, and over time the term has grown to replace the Thirteener label as 
the generic name for the generation. 
However, in support of Sørensen’s claim regarding generations as part of a larger imagery, we also 
include an overview and description of the generations prior to, and following, the X-ers. This discloses 
how generations are connected and influenced by each other. According to Strauss and Howe, history 
is composed of turnings, which mark societal changes. A turning generally happens every two decades 
or so and comes in cycles of four; together creating a saeculum (Strauss & Howe, 1997: 2-3). The 
turnings illustrate time periods and historical events in the same way generations do. To illustrate the 
connection between time and generationality, we look at the four preceding generations to the X-ers, all 
of whom are representative of different aspects of society, collective identity, and values. The fourth 
preceding generation should, if this notion holds, represent a similar identity to the X-ers. Additionally, 
we introduce a fifth generation proceeding the X-ers. Through all of these definitions of generations, 
we show the cyclical nature of time and its relations to the generational pattern. 
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The first generation in the most recent saeculum were the G.I.s. They were essentially a generation of 
war veterans, as they made up the majority of people able to join the armed forces during World War 
II. The G.I.s came of age, and attained power, during the high of a first turning in the aftermath of 
WWII (ibid.: 3). They caused an institutional growth spurt, which was arguably due to a strong sense of 
national pride, belonging, and community; a result of the military influence that impacted this 
generation (Strauss & Howe, 1992, 5; 1997: 3). This influence might be why they attained a “(...) 
lifetime record of success at getting, holding, and using political power” (Strauss & Howe, 1992: 5), 
during and after the time of war. 
Following the G.I.s came the Silent. This was, as the name suggest, not a generation to contribute with 
much in regard to either social or cultural reform. The Silent settled for a more subtle role in society: 
they became the mentors and mediators to the X-ers (Strauss & Howe, 1992: 2, 5; 1993: 39). Strauss 
and Howe theorize that it is this impact that, in part, caused the X-ers to grow up to be cynical: when 
they were children, their authority figures were powerless complainers without the ability or 
willingness to cause any change (Strauss & Howe, 1992: 8; 1993: 39). Furthermore, the Silent grew up 
during the second turning, the awakening (Strauss & Howe, 1997: 3), and as a product of this, it was in 
the years of the Silent generation that the idea of self-reliability emerged. This movement preached 
self-involvement, prioritizing the needs of parents above their children (Strauss & Howe, 1993: 55). 
This general mindset influenced the X-ers’ childhoods, as they were largely neglected. However, the 
Silent were born in between two far more dominant generations, and beyond their impact on the X-ers, 
they had little effect in relation to society and history. 
Following them came the Baby Boomers, or Boomers. The Boomers identity, according to Strauss and 
Howe, embodied the ‘hippie-cum-yuppie baggage’; the element the early X-ers felt disconnected from 
(ibid.: 12). The late Boomers, together with the early part of the Silent, constituted the majority of the 
X-ers’ parents. The essential characteristics of the Boomers were their strong spiritual connection, their 
esteemed family values, and their sudden transition from hippie to yuppie culture around the time the 
median of the generation hit its thirties (Strauss & Howe, 1992: 3-4). The Boomers represent the 
dominant generation of both the second and third turning named unraveling and awakening (Strauss & 
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Howe, 1997: 3). In the most recent saeculum, the second turning was marked by the Conscious 
Revolution set off in the 1960s and the hippie movement stemming from the Boomer generation. In the 
second turning, the most signified values are spirituality, culture, and self-involvedness, as seen with 
the Boomer, and partly the Silent, generations. In the third turning, the individual and the mentality of 
self-involvement, initiated by the Silent, came to the fore. Recently, this kind of turning was marked by 
the Cultural Wars of the mid-eighties (ibid.: 3) where late Boomers, and early X-ers, started to revolt 
against a societal structure they did not belong to. This in turn caused a decay in institutions and the 
power of communities. 
The newest, fully formed generation are the Millennials, the successors of the X-ers. The Millennials 
are children of the late Boomers and early X-ers, which have caused them to have a radically different 
childhood than the X-ers; instead of the latchkey and boomerang children (Strauss & Howe, 1992: 9), 
they were the kids of the cocoon parents and the soccer moms (Sandeen, 2008: 7). Where the X-ers 
were brought up with the values of independence and pessimism, the Millennials are optimistic and 
team-oriented (Strauss & Howe in Sandeen, 2008: 8). Coming after the X-ers, the Millennial children 
were raised with huge focus on the future and future prospects, which caused them to be career minded, 
and expect to rise fast and to go far (Strauss & Howe, 2007 in Sandeen, 2008: 8). We thus see how, in 
regard to their sense of community and ambition, the Millennials in many ways are similar to the 
portrayal of the G.I.s. Additionally, the Millennials mark, like the G.I.s, the end of a fourth turning, and 
thus the beginning of a new reformation of society (Strauss & Howe, 1997: 3). The Millennials also 
embraced the consumer culture that had caused the X-ers such trouble (Sandeen, 2008: 21). They grew 
up surrounded by brands and advertising, and have embraced this endless myriad of choices as part of 
their culture and selves. We are working with the Millennial generation, even though the time period in 
the novels, and characters herein, are not reflective of that generation, considering Strauss and Howe’s 
generational differentiating. However, together with the term ‘Generation X’, Coupland invented 
another identity category. In Generation X there are several references to an opposing group named 
‘Global Teens’. The Global Teens generally reflect Millennial identity; they indulge in consumerism 
and branding, and generally have a very different view on life. We therefore decided to include theory 
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on the Millennials and relate it to the Global Teens. We made the decision to view the Global Teens as 
reflective of early Millennials; they are not part of the technical definition of the generation, but they 
are reflective of where and how Millennial generational identity originated. 
Returning to the X-ers, Strauss and Howe argue that they were ‘pushed off a cliff’ from the day they 
were born. This might be somewhat caused by them being placed in between a third and fourth turning, 
as both of these are characterized by decaying institutions and communities (Strauss & Howe, 1997: 3). 
The impact thereof is visible in the history of the X-ers. When the Boomers started the Conscious 
Revolution, the same ‘leave-’em alone nurture’ that had marked the X-ers childhoods began sieving 
into the education system (ibid.). Furthermore, job opportunities available to young people were also in 
sharp decline: the opportunity to start at the bottom and work your way up had generally been reduced 
to a fairytale, and besides, the salaries at the bottom could barely cover the living essentials (ibid.: 108). 
During this period of economic difficulty for X-ers, consumer culture was rising, causing wealth to 
become a personality trait. The financial vulnerability of the X-ers therefore forced them to overplay, 
or flaunt, whatever they had (ibid.: 103) in order for them to cater for societal norms. When the X-ers 
grew up, they did not have the same luxury as previous generations; for example, choosing to be a stay-
at-home-parent was no longer an option (Strauss & Howe, 1993: 95) and having children was not a 
given, since the financial stability to provide for a family was rare and hard-earned (ibid.: 97). We thus 
see how it is generally the G.I. and Boomer generations which have formed the negative connotations 
associated with the X-ers. These were the generations to attain and hold political and cultural power 
and influence, and were very reluctant to pass it on. They looked down at the X-ers’ broken homes, 
reduced education, and joblessness – or job slumming; situations that, as expressed by Strauss and 
Howe, previous generations had created (Strauss & Howe, 1992: 12).  
The X-ers were, however, not the first of their kind. Between 1862 and 1882, the Missionary 
Generation (or the Missionaries) was born. They were, in most ways, just like the Boomers: they had 
solid, secure lives, they valued a rich ‘inner life’, and had a strong sense of family life, culture, and 
spirituality (ibid.: 14-16). And, like the Boomers, they were followed by a generation of X-ers. This 
generation was named the Lost Generation and very much like X-ers, the Lost were born in a time of 
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turmoil and change, neglected as children, flunking as students, and disappointments as adults (ibid.: 
14). 
Like Thirteeners, Lost kids grew up with a nasty reputation for crime and violence (…). Like 
Thirteeners, they had to grow up fast. (…) Like Thirteeners, they came of age with a reputation for 
shamelessness (…). Like Thirteeners, they were nomadic as young men and women, drawn to cities, to 
markets, to risk, to the dizzying glamour of new technologies (…). And like Thirteeners, they constantly 
heard older people tell them that their chapter of history was likely to close the book on human progress. 
(ibid.: 16-17) 
The remarkable likeness between Lost and X-ers show the cyclical patterns of the saeculum reflected in 
the generational scheme, as both of these generations were the ones that faced the initiation of the 
fourth turning, the Crisis, (Strauss & Howe, 1997: 3, 6). Strauss and Howe describe the fourth turning 
as the winter of the saeculum, the hardest time for a civilization to pass through (ibid.: 6). During their 
saeculum, the Lost faced the Great Depression, followed by World War II, and X-ers face similar 
difficulties in an era of “national drift and institutional decay” (ibid.: 3).  
 
2.3 Postmodernism 
The following section explains postmodernism in order to gain a deeper understanding of its tendencies 
and characteristics. Through the implementation of theories by, mainly, Eagleton and Jameson, we 
critically investigate how identities are formed within postmodern society. Postmodernism calls into 
question the very notion of there being a truth, and puts subjectivity into focus. Following the 
postmodern viewpoint, the world can only be experienced subjectively, and there is no unambiguous 
understanding of the world. Eagleton describes postmodernism as contemporary culture, blurring the 
lines between art and everyday experiences. He explains the term postmodernity as a style of thought 
referring to a historical period as being 
(...) suspicious of classical notions of truth, reason, identity and objectivity, of the idea of universal 
progress of emancipation, of single frameworks, grand narratives or ultimate grounds of explanation. 
(Eagleton, 1996: vii) 
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This way of thinking is derivative of the development in the West of a new form of capitalism, which 
entails an obsession with transgression and transformation. Because of this circumstance, postmodern 
literature does not contain a definitive message and neither do the characters in the novels. Stig Nielsen 
argues that postmodernism's tenor is not to ask questions and therefore not to expect answers; that 
things are how they look, how they appear, and how they are experienced (Nielsen, 1990: 93). 
Postmodernism emerged in a period where humanity was strongly affected by the new forms of media, 
which led them to experience the world no longer exclusively, through what they experience in real 
life, but also, and just as much, through the content provided by the media. 
The postmodern era is one in which almost everything has already been done in some way or another. 
This engenders a new type of conflict where the role of culture needs to be renegotiated, and where 
[t]he producers of culture have nowhere to turn but the past: the imitation of dead styles, speech through 
all the masks and voices stored up in the imaginary museum of a now global culture. (Jameson, 1991: 
18) 
The following chapter takes a closer look at postmodern theory, as postmodernism is closely 
intertwined and fundamental to the two novels. 
2.3.1 History in the Postmodern Period 
The aesthetic expression attached to the work of art in high modernism tended toward the aesthetic 
extrapolation of certain leitmotifs (anomie, alienation, social fragmentation, etc.), concurrent with the 
overarching theme of anxiety generally associated with the period. Additionally, it often explored such 
leitmotifs from the position of the ‘split subject’. Here, outward expressions of the inward emotions 
and feelings of such subjects were, metaphysically speaking, set over and against their interaction with 
the external world. Thus, the aesthetic representation of the work of art sought to capture the struggle 
experienced by the ‘split’ subject or subjects, often engendered by this interaction (Jameson, 1991: 6-
11). 
Contemporary theory claims that the postmodern subject is a ‘decentered’ entity; that 
postmodern society is representative of “(...) the ‘death’ of the subject itself - the end of the bourgeois 
monad or ego or individual” (ibid.: 15). This decentering of the subject thus effectuates the emergence 
of what is referred to as a ‘waning of affect’ in the aesthetic representation of the work of art. Stripped 
of any connotations of the subject as being a unique, feeling, and emotive autonomy, the content of the 
postmodern work of art thereby eschews any depth. Indeed, it is no longer even referred to as such: it is 
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now perceived and conceived as a text; and depth is replaced by interpretive schema (e.g. 
paratextuality) celebrating the multiplicity of surfaces immanent to the text itself (ibid.: 12). 
Consequently, the emergence of this phenomenon has profound implications for postmodern literary 
criticism in its understanding and treatment of high modernist themes such as history, memory, and 
time. 
We have often been told (…) that we now inhabit the synchronic rather than the diachronic, and I think 
it is at least empirically arguable that our daily life, our psychic experience, our cultural languages, are 
today dominated by categories of space rather than by categories of time, as in the preceding period of 
high modernisms. (ibid.: 15) 
History is, according to postmodernism, moving towards a purpose. It is the unfolding of something 
inevitable and is only looking forward. Eagleton criticizes this view as, according him, history is 
generally “(...) unilinear, progressive and deterministic” (ibid.: 45). Postmodernism believes that 
history is served by a cause and not by the truth derived from the cause. History at the macro level is 
then far less important in postmodern society. Postmodernism is suspicious of universal concepts of 
human nature, and therefore focuses instead on the smaller picture, the micro level as it were, 
separating identity from the universal macro level. As Eagleton states, “[p]ostmodern history (...) tends 
to be vivid but one-dimensional, squeezing out [the] stratified concept of time for the sake of the short 
run, the contemporary context, the immediate conjuncture” (Eagleton, 1996: 50). 
Eagleton’s view of postmodern history thus chimes with Sørensen’s distinction between synchronic 
and diachronic time, which is of utmost importance to postmodern literature. It is fundamental to keep 
in mind this difference, as postmodern literature is often understood to be representative of the 
historical unfolding of generations through time (Sørensen, 2001: 41). However, postmodern literature 
does not work with a diachronic unilinear approach to the concept to generational identity, preferring 
instead a linear, synchronic approach (ibid.). 
2.3.2 The Postmodern Simulacrum 
The emergence of the decentered subject and the loss of subjective depth has precipitated the profound 
decline of ‘personal style’ in postmodern culture (Jameson, 1991: 16). Moreover, its decline is due to 
its ‘eclipse’ by the cultural style of pastiche. In order to understand this reversal, it is necessary to 
differentiate pastiche from its opposite from the modern period, namely, parody. Parody was a popular 
style amongst novelists and artists of the period. They mobilized it to criticize the cultural and political 
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idiosyncrasies immanent to the hegemonic social norms. The proliferation of styles that evolved in the 
later stages of this period effectuated a phenomenon whereby ‘social life’ and its norms underwent a 
linguistic ‘fragmentation’. As a result, “Modernist styles [became] postmodern codes” (ibid.: 17). In 
consequence, the postmodern capital period is witnessing the accelerated evolution of a style of 
ideological-discursive practice that emphasizes social heterogeneity and the absence of social norms 
(ibid.).  
This mutation in styles has had a profound effect on how the aesthetic production of culture is 
constituted in the postmodern period. That is not to say, however, that the principal aesthetic objective 
underscoring postmodern pastiche differs from that which constitutes its high-modernist counterpart. 
On the contrary, both pastiche and parody seek to mimic the eccentricities symptomatic of any stylistic 
expression of language. It is just that, for Jameson at least, the mimetic faculty of pastiche is culturally 
bereft of the depth found in the aesthetic forms fundamental to parody: its prodigious use of irony, its 
unwavering passion for ambiguity, its assumption of an enduring axis of linguistic 
normality/abnormality (ibid.). The hegemonic status afforded pastiche by postmodernism is thus 
negatively echoed in the aesthetic content constitutive of its cultural production, the ramifications of 
which are alluded to in the following: 
(...) [W]ith the collapse of the high-modernist ideology of style (...) the producers of culture have 
nowhere to turn but to the past: the imitation of dead styles, speech through all the masks and voices 
stored up in the imaginary museum of a now global culture. (ibid.: 17-18) 
This transformation is emblematic of a postmodern culture devoid of any sense of its own historicity, 
seemingly unable to conceive of its present experience in historical terms. The emergence of a new 
cultural aesthetic has seen a parallel “(…) waning of (...) historicity, of [the] lived possibility of 
experiencing history in some active way” (ibid.: 20). This would seem to ring true, because 
postmodernism has repudiated much of the history that has helped constitute it. It has decentered the 
bourgeois individual and has eschewed the subjective work of art in favor of the objective text. It has 
displaced, in a linguistic sense, a cultural mode of unification with one of fragmentation, and has thus 
displaced social normativity with social heterogeneity in ideological discourse. It has supplanted the 
high-modern style of parody with a cultural aesthetic of pastiche. Postmodern historicity is unable, 
then, to conceive of its historical past as a unifying referent that might afford it “(...) a retrospective 
dimension indispensable to any vital reorientation of [its] collective future.” Rather its past becomes 
subsumed in a ‘culture of the simulacrum’ (Jameson, 1991: 18).  
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In such a culture, the urge of postmodernism to reclaim its absent historical past extends only to 
perfunctory efforts to aesthetically ‘colonize’ it in the form of innumerable, fragmented simulacra. 
Accordingly, the postmodern culture of the simulacrum is indivisible from contemporary American 
cultural production. This synthetic relation mirrors an aesthetic grounded in the ‘imitation of dead 
styles’ and the deification of nostalgic, cultural impulses.   
Thereby we are left with an ambiguous signifying chain comprised entirely of a detritus of so many 
material and extraneous signifiers. The relation between our orthodox psychological understanding of 
the ambiguous and the linguistic rupture thus described can then be discerned in two ways: 
(...) first, that personal identity itself is the effect of a temporal unification of past and future with one’s 
present; and, second, that such active temporal unification is itself a function of language, or better still 
of the sentence, as it moves along its hermeneutical circle in time (ibid.: 27). 
For Jameson, then, the dialectical significance of this rupture to the aforementioned aesthetic 
dethronement of (diachronic) high-modern temporal categories by (synchronic) postmodern spatial 
logic cannot be underestimated. For implicit in the quotation above, is the notion that the experiences 
that constitute personal identity are the result of an ‘active temporal unification’ presupposed by a 
linguistic-hermeneutical signifying chain immanent to the sentence. The potential effect of this (post-
structural) rupture on postmodern aesthetic style and cultural production can therefore be discerned, for 
as Jameson writes “If we are unable to unify the past, present, and future of the sentence, then we are 
similarly unable to unify the past, present, and future of our biological experience or psychic life” 
(ibid.: 27). 
2.3.3 Subjectivity versus Otherness 
Social life would not exist without the value of social identity; it can only be measured by other 
individuals. In postmodern times these individuals are ever changing, which means that finding one’s 
identity becomes more difficult (Burkitt, 2008: 175). Thus, placing value on the priorities of life such 
as knowing the distinction between what is good and what is bad, as well as valuing, as an individual, 
the important elements in life (ibid.: 94). Postmodernism is skeptical of Essentialism, which Eagleton 
finds extremely difficult to understand as “[p]ostmodernism is keen on sensuous particularity (…)” 
(ibid.:97) and because to him essentialism is self-evidently true (ibid.: 97). He argues that believing in 
essentialism does not necessarily mean that everything is just seen in one certain way but rather that it 
is an infinite debate. He explains that postmodernism believes that humans construct the importance of 
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humans and that they are anti-racists as well as before mentioned anti-essentialists (ibid.:101). Culture 
belongs to our nature and no non-cultural human beings exist. Burkitt states that “(...) it is also typical 
of some postmodernism to underline just how much our judgements, like everything else around us, are 
conditioned by our culture” (ibid.: 96). 
He argues that the postmodern way of thinking is characterized by its  
cultural relativism and moral conventionalism; its scepticism, pragmatism, and localism; its distaste for 
ideas of solidarity and disciplined organization; [and] its lack of any adequate theory of political agency 
(…). (Burkitt, 2008: 134) 
This goes against the notion of ‘identity-thinking’, insights regarding the political cunning of power, 
and the importance of racism and ethnicity. As such, postmodernism becomes part of a problem and 
not a solution (ibid.: 134-135). Eagleton compares postmodernism to communitarianism, stating that 
both of their systems of believe find small mistakes in the Enlightenment: “Both creeds are brands of 
culturalism, maintaining that right action or the good life cannot be defined apart from the contingent 
cultural practices we have inherited” (ibid.: 86). The problem is how both their traditions and 
communal norms are critical self-monitoring subjects (Eagleton, 1996: 85-86). Accordingly, a shift 
from the perception of the body as being a subject has changed to one of the body as being perceived as 
an object (ibid.: 71). Postmodernism is very skeptical towards this inward alienation of the great 
narratives. Everything has become more cultural and hence at the same time nature has become 
damaged by the pride of civilization (ibid.: 70). Objectifying has become the natural order; thus, if we 
cannot objectify one another, there will be no relation between humans. Postmodernism believes that 
this objectification equals an alienation of identity (ibid.: 74). 
2.3.4 The Postmodern Sublime 
This brings us to a point of considerable importance regarding the origin of postmodernism’s aesthetic 
culture of the simulacrum. For as Jameson argues, the newer forms of machine-technology, although 
authentic conduits of the thematic narratives intrinsic to the aesthetic content of postmodern simulacra, 
are not factors that ultimately determine the social life and cultural production immanent to the 
postmodern period. Rather it is (...) the whole new decentred global network of the third stage of 
capital itself (Jameson, 1991: 38). The utilization of new machine-technology in the postmodern period 
is merely a logical extension of late capitalism’s blanket commodification of almost every aspect of 
human life and experience, including that of aesthetic production. It has effectuated “a historically 
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radical and original plundering and annexation of nature and the unconscious” (ibid.: 35). Jameson 
turns to the aesthetic concept of the sublime to explain this phenomenon, combining elements of 
Burkean and Kantian conceptualizations in his designation of the object of the sublime as being 
essentially that of Nature as humanity’s potent and at times incommensurable ‘Other’ (ibid.: 34). 
However, in the postmodern period, Nature itself has been ‘eclipsed’ by the destructive totality of the 
forces mobilized in the service of late capitalism. As a result, “The Other of society is no longer Nature 
at all” (ibid.: 35). It is no longer the supreme object of the sublime. The eradication of Nature and 
temporality in postmodern aesthetic production is thereby presupposed by the emergence of a 
globalized late capital logic; a logic, moreover, that utilizes the new machine-technology of the period 
to aesthetically produce and reproduce this eradication in the form of commodified, fetishized, and 
paradoxical simulacra, including, as we have already observed, the postmodern subject itself. And for 
Jameson, “it is in terms of [this] enormous and threatening, yet only dimly perceivable other reality (...) 
that (…) the postmodern sublime can alone be adequately theorized” (ibid.: 38). 
2.4 Paratextuality 
One final theoretical concept that we aim to include before starting the analysis of the two novels is the 
one of paratextuality, as discussed by Sørensen on the basis of Gérard Genette. Sørensen regards the 
transitional zone between literary text and its immediate surroundings as highly critical for the “(...) 
link between aesthetic meaning and reception and dissemination of texts as identity vehicles” 
(Sørensen, 2001: 31). Paratextuality is a subtype of Genette’s types of transcendence (intertextuality, 
paratextuality, metasexuality, hypertextuality and architextuality) from 1987 that, according to 
Sørensen, 
(...) is briefly definable as the presence of liminal texts that mediate between the text as book/object, i.e. 
tile, indications of author name, forewords, dedications, epigraphs and all other framing and dividing 
devices surrounding interpolated in the text proper. (ibid.: 31-32) 
Because the paratext is making a book a book or a novel a novel in its form, it is to be re-situated from 
its marginal position to the center of importance (ibid.: 32). Sørensen refers to Genette's argument that 
a work of literature consists of a sequence of verbal statements. These vary in length and significance, 
and are always accompanied by other productions like a title, the name of the author, illustration, and 
so forth. In spite of not always knowing if productions of that kind are to be considered as part of the 
text, they extend and surround it for the sake of presenting it in order “to ensure the text's presence in 
the world, its “reception” and consumption in the form (nowadays at least) of a book” (ibid.). The 
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paratext, according to Genette, is constituted by exactly these type of productions that accompany a 
text and that allow a text to turn into a book and be perceived as such by its readers, or more generally 
speaking, the public (ibid.). 
Although Sørensen criticizes Genette's take on paratextuality as the only factor in turning a text into a 
book for being “a little too simplistic”, he considers some of the roles Genette assigns to the paratext as 
being worth closer investigation (ibid.). First of all, he specifies that the text surrounding productions 
can take on different roles such as “adorning it, reinforcing it, and accompanying it” (Sørensen, 2001: 
32). Sørensen sees the best possible argument for examining paratextual elements in Genette's 
proposition that the paratext creates a sphere between text and off-text. He explains this sphere as 
(...) a zone not only of transition but also of transaction: a privileged place of a pragmatics and strategy, 
of an influence that- whether well or poorly understood and achieved - is at the service of a better 
reception for the text and a more pertinent reading of it (more pertinent, of course, in the eyes of the 
author and his allies). (Genette in Sørensen, 2001: 33) 
Following this argument, the paratext offers a form for transaction between the reader on one hand and 
the work and its author on the other. Sørensen argues that, in case Genette is right, it would mean that 
disregarding the paratext of a work in the analysis would make it “sadly inadequate” (ibid.). However, 
Sørensen poses a rather challenging question towards Genette’s argument that paratextual elements are 
not only inside and outside the work but also act as the very threshold between inside and outside. He 
wonders: “What then is one analysing when analysing the paratext, if not the nature of the work as such 
itself?” (ibid.: 34). Thus, when dealing with the paratext of the novels in the analysis, we inherently 
deal with the very works themselves. What really matters is the condition that the paratextual features 
of a text have the crucial role of “(...) leading the reader into one or another reading protocol” (ibid.).  
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3. Analysis 
Having established the theoretical pillars and the methodological tools of this project, we analyze 
Generation X and Shampoo Planet through a body of themes. The chosen themes are the notions of 
history and time, relationships, and generationality. Moreover, the analysis investigates the role of 
storytelling in Generation X, as it constitutes an intrinsic part of the novel. The final part of the 
analysis, namely the comparative, juxtaposes elements from the thematic analysis, and additionally 
introduces new elements.  
3.1 Thematic Analysis - Generation X 
The first part of the analysis is conducted by examining the theme of history and time in the novel, as 
this helps us to understand how the characters relate to, and are shaped by, their present and historical 
environment. We look at the function of storytelling in the novel as a tool for the characters to 
negotiate and express their worldviews. Subsequently, aspects of the relationships are investigated in 
order to determine how identity is reflected in the characters’ relations to others. Finally, we examine 
the theme of generationality and labelling as created through previous generational and social 
conditions.  
3.1.1 History and Time  
The interwoven nature of the relation between history and time is of fundamental importance to the 
understanding of the difficulties encountered in the construction and thus the determination of an 
identity - both in an individual and collective sense. It is precisely this complex and paradoxical nature 
immanent to the relation that engenders a profound crisis of identity in the protagonists. The 
protagonists, Andy, Dag, and Claire, seem unable and unwilling to engage with a society whose social 
and cultural fabric is shorn of the historical and temporal depth fundamental to any nuanced and 
assured understanding of identity.  
In the novel, this crisis of identity manifests itself in the protagonists’ quite vociferous passion 
for nostalgia. A persistent indulgence in forms of nostalgia is often fashioned by a sustained and 
profound crisis of identity. The crisis sustaining Andy, Dag, and Claire’s need for nostalgia is 
engendered by a societal fragmentation in the chain of experiential referents - historical and temporal - 
fundamental to the evolution of identity. This fragmentation is mirrored in what Jameson describes as 
the decentering of the ‘split’ subject in the postmodern period and its relation to that which Burkitt 
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describes as the dilemma the postmodern subject faces in trying to establish a stable self-identity in a 
postmodern era (Jameson, 1991: 15-16; Burkitt, 2008: 174). For Jameson, the postmodern subject is 
neither viewed as a unique and autonomous nor a flawed and thus ‘split’ subject. The decentered 
postmodern subject is, in this way, stripped of any subjective ‘depth’, merely becoming an objectified 
and one-dimensional entity in a postmodern society that has itself become objectified and one-
dimensional. Andy, Dag, and Claire’s turn to nostalgia acknowledges ‘societal fragmentation’ by 
registering their resistance to its implicit attempt to decenter them as split subjects in search of a 
multidimensional self-identity. For the nostalgic representations of the past they identify with tend to 
express a much more profound appreciation of history and time, and sincere hope for a better future 
than the one-dimensional postmodern society they have detached themselves from. Such identifications 
are numerous in the novel. For example, in the chapter I Am Not A Target Market, Andy becomes 
nostalgic, comparing his friends’ antics to the images found in 
(...) bleached Kodak snapshots taken decades ago and found in attics everywhere. You know the type: all 
yellowed and filmy, always with a big faded car in the background and fashions that look surprisingly 
hip. When you see such photos, you can’t help but wonder how sweet and sad and innocent all moments 
in life are rendered by the tripping of a camera’s shutter, for at that point the future is still unknown and 
has yet to hurt us (...). (Coupland, 1991: 17) 
Here, Andy’s observance of a specific event in the present elicits a nostalgic memory of events from 
the past whose emotional potency, for him at least, clearly retains the capacity to resonate in the future 
on a universal scale. But of equal interest to us here is how Andy’s nostalgic memories are rendered 
through photographic images. On the one hand, photographs of referents that disclose the palpable need 
we have for amassing nostalgic evidence that can authenticate and, perhaps, unify our past, present, and 
future existence - never more so than in times of crisis (Jameson, 1991: 19). On the other, however, 
they literally give the impression of making time stand still. This is far from being the only example of 
nostalgic representation in Generation X effectuating such an impression. In the chapter Purchased 
Experiences Don’t Count, Claire’s friend, Elvissa, initiates a round of storytelling by posing the 
question “(...) what’s going to be your best memory of Earth?” (Coupland, 1991: 91). Claire is the first 
to respond, informing the group that her best memory will be that of the first time she saw snow. She 
describes the exact moment when the first snowflake that had ever touched her skin melted in her eye 
as being one where: “(...) time stood still” (ibid.: 94). Not unlike Andy and his ‘bleached Kodak 
snapshots’, the fortuitous circumstances that prompt Claire’s story lead to the nostalgic recollection of 
a pristine memory drawn from a moment in the past that resonates powerfully in the present. However, 
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as reassuring as the recollection of these pristine memories may be for the protagonists, they 
nonetheless offer only momentary relief from their present troubles. For as we have observed, such 
memories only serve as a reminder of the enormous challenge they face in trying to overcome a crisis 
of identity in a society seemingly shorn of all historical and temporal depth. In this sense, Andy, Dag, 
and Claire’s nostalgic memories register not only the despair they feel in having to live in such a 
depthless society. It also seems to register their collective longing in the present to return to - and 
perhaps freeze in time - a more innocent and hopeful era from their past, where the absence of history 
lay only dimly perceptible on the future horizons of time.  
Andy, Dag, and Claire’s persistent lapses into nostalgia, as illuminated in the examples above, 
are, however, not only grounded in the relation between Jameson’s ‘split’ subject and Burkitt’s self-
identity dilemma. Nor are they just a manifestation of their longing to return to a ‘more innocent and 
hopeful era from their past’ where history and time seemingly carried far greater weight in society. 
Rather they are also a logical corollary of living on the margins of a society subsumed under what 
Jameson describes as the postmodern culture of the simulacrum. In the postmodern period, instances of 
nostalgic representation tend to be grounded in a mimetic style of pastiche. The profuse employment of 
this style in postmodern cultural production, however, merely serves to produce ‘depthless’ nostalgic 
images - fragmented simulacra - of an imagined and ‘clichéd’ past that has little to do with the actual 
circumstances of that past (Jameson 1991: 16-18). Andy, Dag, and Claire’s fondness for nostalgia thus 
serves to illuminate the absence of historicity, through the ubiquitous practice of pastiche, in the 
postmodern cultural production of nostalgia. For their lapses into nostalgia embrace the elements of 
irony, ambiguity, and imagination normally associated with the mimetic style of parody; stylistic 
elements that are completely absent from postmodern forms of pastiche. Parody, moreover, possesses a 
subjective and linguistic ‘depth’, as well as a deep appreciation of the temporal and referential unity of 
history, usually deployed in aesthetic critiques of the social norms and cultural ideals of a society 
(Jameson, 1991: 17). Andy, Dag, and Claire’s frequent use of nostalgia is thereby indicative of the 
crisis of identity affecting their generation, insofar as their use implies a critique of a ‘historyless’ 
postmodern society, whose pastiche-infused culture of the simulacrum they and their generation are 
living in disaffected and ironical detachment from.  
However, this absence of depth is felt on a far greater societal and generational level than in the 
examples alluded to above, which we observe in the chapter Welcome Home From Vietnam, Son, 
where Andy and his brother, Tyler, visit the Vietnam War memorial not far from where Andy’s parents 
live. Here, the deeply embedded historical and temporal significance of the memorial provokes in Andy 
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a sentimental yearning for a previous era, where the interwoven relation between the notions of history 
and time clearly resonated on a much more visceral level with the generations who experienced and 
lived through that era. As he comments, the era of the Vietnam War bore witness to  
(...) ugly times. But they were also the only times I’ll ever get - genuine capital H history times, before 
history was turned into a press release, a marketing strategy, and a cynical campaign tool (...) and today, 
in the bizarre absence of all time cues, I need a connection to a past of some importance, however wan 
the connection. (ibid.: 151) 
Andy’s yearning for a previous historical era is reflected in Strauss and Howe’s understanding of the 
significance of the role the temporal experience of historical events play in the shaping and 
maintenance of an identity. For historical events can foster both a strong sense of collective and 
generational identity, and a robust sense of optimism for the future amongst those people who share 
memories of them. If there is an absence in society of such an understanding, then members of a 
generation living in that society can become quite despondent and pessimistic about the future (Strauss 
& Howe, 1997: 15). And indeed, we observe this in Andy’s remarks. For he and his generation are 
living in a postmodern era where no such opportunities seem to exist for the future construction of a 
unifying generational identity sustained by the shared temporal experience of ‘genuine capital H’ 
historical events. 
Additionally, Andy’s genuine nostalgic need for ‘a connection to a past of some importance’ 
also reveals the extent to which he feels the perception and use-value of history has altered in the 
present. Yet despite this development, history’s use-value in postmodern society is still prodigious, but 
only on a surface-level. For as Andy implies, the depth normally invested in it has been supplanted by 
its ‘cynical’ political manipulation and commercial commodification. Andy’s interpretation of history 
would thus seem to correspond to Eagleton’s comprehension of the same. For implicit in the quotation 
above is the sense that, for Andy, what is absent from society is a ‘unilinear, progressive and 
deterministic’ perception of history. This perception is constitutive of universal and thus essentialist 
metanarratives that can be availed of to shape or preserve, negotiate, or renegotiate collective and 
generational identities through time. However, as postmodernism celebrates the individual over the 
collective history in a postmodern context sheds the unified temporality and the possibility of universal 
identity implied by its unilineal perception and practice (Eagleton, 1996: 45, 50). Thus, for Andy - like 
Eagleton - history becomes relative and depthless. 
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  There is one final point concerning the absence of history and time contributing to Andy, Dag, 
and Claire’s crisis of identity, which is already apparent in the first chapter The Sun Is Your Enemy. 
Here, Dag asks Andy and Claire: ”What do you think of when you see the sun?” (Coupland, 1991: 7). 
Of particular interest to us here is Claire’s response: 
Well, Dag. I see a farmer in Russia, and he’s driving a tractor in a wheat field, but the sunlight’s gone 
bad on him - like the fadedness of a black-and-white picture in an old Life magazine. And another 
strange phenomenon has happened, too: rather than sunbeams, the sun has begun to project the odor of 
old Life magazines instead, and the odor is killing the crops. The wheat is thinning as we speak. He’s 
slumped over the wheel of his tractor and he’s crying. His wheat is dying of history poisoning. (ibid.: 7-
8) 
The allusions to the sun contained in the quotation above reveals much about Andy, Dag, and Claire’s 
present existence. They allude, metaphorically speaking, to the absence of historical and temporal 
depth they must contend with in their pursuit of identity. For Claire’s surreal allusion to the sun 
indicates its ambivalent nature in the sense that it illustrates both its capacity to germinate and 
decompose natural life. But there is a deeper historical and temporal implication embedded in this 
allusion. That is, the ‘sunbeams’ normally projected by the sun are replaced by its projection of ‘the 
odor of old Life magazines which poison the farmer’s crops with history and kill them.’ The natural and 
cyclical process of germination and decay, renewal and decomposition, generated by the properties of 
the sun, when applied to Andy, Dag and Claire’s present, experiences a rupture. The metaphor of ‘the 
odor of old Life magazines’ represents, then, the depthless black-and-white history of preceding 
generations that has not only shaped, but continues to exert, a hegemonic influence on the social and 
cultural fabric of the postmodern society. This rupture removes for Andy, Dag, and Claire’s X 
generation the possibility, at least on the surface, of experiencing the color and depth normally 
associated with the unilinear or cyclical perception and experience of history and time espoused by 
Eagleton (1996: 45, 50). 
These surreal allusions to the sun are thereby in no way incidental. On the contrary, they are indicative 
of a critique of a postmodern society, which, from their perspective, seems to be in a state of permanent 
and willful ‘decomposition’, incapable of imagining its future reinvention or renewal from the deep 
appreciation of the cyclical nature of history and time assumed by their generation. But they are also 
indicative of their attempt to forge an identity that retains a sustained, reciprocal relation to Nature in a 
one-dimensional, consumer-driven, postmodern society shorn of any sense of Nature as being its 
sublime Other (Jameson, 1991: 38). This, then, is the postmodern reality Andy, Dag, and Claire are 
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confronted with. And if they are to be successful in forging an authentic identity for themselves, it is a 
reality they must actively aspire to transcend. 
3.1.2 Storytelling 
Throughout the novel, Andy, Dag, and Claire tell each other stories, which make up a central part of 
their lives, mutual friendship, and the novel itself. In the third chapter Quit Recycling The Past, Andy 
explains the rules of storytelling that the three of them have agreed upon: 
It’s simple: we come up with stories and we tell them to each other. The only rule is that we’re not 
allowed to interrupt, just like in AA, and at the end we’re not allowed to criticize. (Coupland, 1991: 14) 
Being inspired by AA meetings he had attended previously in his life, Andy shared his idea of ‘bedtime 
stories’ with his friends, seemingly with the initial idea that they could share experiences of their lives 
with the purpose of self-reflection. However, as one progresses through the novel, the nature of the 
stories becomes increasingly versatile, ranging from realistic to meta-fictional stories, many of which 
take place in the recurring mythical world of ‘Texlahoma’. 
The stories are Andy, Dag, and Claire’s way of dealing with reality and simultaneously escaping from 
it. In the very first chapter, the protagonists all agree that they marginalized themselves in order to “tell 
stories” and to “make [their] own lives worthwhile tales in the process” (ibid.: 8). Their anger and 
despair, together with their own imaginative impulses and desires, are forged into that which is 
fundamental to the formation and preservation of a spiritual basis. That same spiritual basis is 
necessary to sustain the current and future narratives of their lives: namely, their own intuitive and 
‘authentic’ understanding of themselves and the true nature of their relation to the world around them. 
Or as Claire describes it: “Either our lives become stories, or there’s just no way to get through them” 
(ibid.: 8). The stories carry great symbolic value as they materialize or represent the characters’ fears 
and struggles, and looking into the stories also reveals some aspects of their identity-formation. We 
have identified two stories, which draw out disparate elements of the characters’ storytelling in the 
sense that one of the stories is fictional, whereas the other is allegorical. 
The story of the astronaut, Buck (Coupland, 1991: 39-45), takes place in the aforementioned 
universe of Texlahoma, a comet orbiting Earth. Coming down with a ‘space poisoning’ sickness after 
landing on Texlahoma, Buck is cared for by the three sisters Arleen, Darleen, and Serena who are 
arguably representative of Andy, Dag, and Claire in that order. With Buck getting space poisoning, it is 
clear that he portrays something foreign, herein the implied outside society. The fact that the sisters 
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help Buck, despite him being an alien to Texlahoma, shows how they are welcoming towards the 
‘Other’. However, they do not identify with him as illustrated as the majority of them refuse to leave. If 
we consider Burkitt’s notion that the concept of identity relies in the counter element of comparison 
(Burkitt, 2008, 174), we may understand the sisters, by extension Andy, Dag, and Claire, as relying on 
Buck in order to position themselves, and establish their own identity. An additional symbolic element 
embedded in the story is that of the locations and their reference; Texlahoma represents Andy, Dag, 
and Claire’s sanctuary at Palm Springs, and Earth resembles all the things that they attempt to leave 
behind: materialism and stigmatization. This concern with being affected by the “outside world” is a 
common theme. This is seen when Andy visits his parents, where he states that “[a]lready, after ten 
minutes, any spiritual or psychic progress I may have made in the absence of my family has vanished 
or been invalidated” (Coupland, 1991: 137). The same tendency is seen through Claire who, as will be 
elaborated on in a later section of the analysis, has an affinity for Tobias. Buck is the story’s 
representation of Tobias who is a residual influence from Claire’s past and present, and thereby 
presents that which the three try to leave behind. The fact that Serena, or rather Claire, decides to go 
with Buck epitomizes her inability to cut ties with her past - a struggle that all the main characters face. 
The second point that can be based on this story stems from the ending. Darleen and Arleen both make 
it back in time to see their sister’s departure. Their being envious of Serena fits as a perfect example of 
their situation: they are reluctant to pursue the adventures that will become their stories; their life. 
Ironically, the stories they claim makes everything come together is also the thing that pacifies them: 
by telling stories they move the focus away from indulging in actual reality, and instead delight in 
advance only on the joys of the now. The consequence becomes a vicious cycle in which they keep 
extending the composing of their own stories by settling with the joy of storytelling. The story of Buck 
is open-ended, and it is not made clear whether Serena makes it to the moon base or not, which is an 
example of fragmentation used in postmodern literature (Jameson, 1991: 26). This lack of disclosure is 
transferable to the main characters; the story is fragmented and lacks the last piece which shows, on a 
micro-level, what also happens on the macro-level of the novel. In the very last chapter of the novel, 
the reader sees Andy experience a major widening of his horizon, but further implications of the 
potentially life-changing event are not provided by the author. The withholding of the final piece of the 
story, which might decide the character’s fate, such as in Serena or Andy’s case, forces the reader into 
an active stance in which they and their subjectivity is promoted. This dovetails with the postmodern 
way of calling into question the very notion of there being a general truth, for its position is that truth 
can only be a subjective matter (Burkitt, 2008: 166). It is crucial to note that this engagement with 
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storytelling resembles, in many ways, Coupland’s narrative style in which fundamental parts of the 
meaning-making processes are left to the subjective mind of the reader. The function of storytelling in 
Generation X is thus expanding the role of the recipient in a considerable way instead of solely 
listening and receiving a finished story. The reader is placed into a more demanding role in which they 
need to actively engage in order to be able to reach a satisfactory outcome of a story. This outcome is 
likely to vary from person to person, for postmodern literature does not even try to contain a definite, 
unambiguous message nor do the stories that the characters tell one another. In that sense, one of the 
functions of storytelling is the promotion of subjectivity. 
The second story, that of Otis, comes into play during one of Dag’s spontaneous expeditions 
(Coupland, 1991: 69-71). Having been gone for five days, he calls Andy from Nevada. Dag finds it 
necessary to tell the story through an obvious replacement of himself called Otis. Dag’s story 
demonstrates another function of telling stories, namely the one of expressing oneself in the comfort 
and protection of a story. Looking at the background of Dag’s story, one is affirmed in that impression. 
Having left Claire and Andy without any notice, he explains that 
“I had to go, Andy. Sorry if I left you in the lurch.” 
“Dag, what the hell are you doing in Nevada?” 
“You wouldn't understand.” 
“Try me.” 
“I don't know-” 
“Then make a story out of it.” (Coupland, 1991: 68-69) 
Here it becomes apparent that telling stories also serves the characters as a help when expressing 
intimate issues about themselves. By installing Otis, Dag creates a distance between himself and his 
friends which results in making him less vulnerable. This pattern of sharing private matters by creating 
the medium of a story and a protagonist can be observed throughout the whole novel, although 
interestingly, in the very last story he tells, Andy breaks with this norm, as he no longer feels dependent 
on hiding behind a fictive persona. He says the story is “about a young man - oh get real - it's about 
me” (ibid.: 173) and then goes on to tell the story from a first person perspective. This suggests that 
Andy's relationship towards storytelling undergoes a process throughout the novel, finally leaving him 
confident enough to step out as a person and no longer hide behind a created figure. 
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Finally, the stories acts as a means by which values are renegotiated, also in a very literal sense, as is 
shown when Dag tells Andy that he wants to open a hotel in San Felipe where the three of them could 
work together: 
There’d be a bar there, where everyone staples business cards and money to the walls and the ceiling 
(...). We’d spend the nights washing zinc salves from each other’s noses, drinking rum drinks, and 
telling stories. People who told good stories could stay for free. You wouldn’t be allowed to use the 
bathroom unless you felt-penned a funny joke on the wall. (Coupland, 1991: 116) 
Stapling business cards and money to the ceiling could very well refer to old pictures usually shown in 
bars, which would then be Dag’s way of commemorating his withdrawal from contemporary society; 
not in remembrance, but in success and completion as with diplomas and trophies. With this hotel, he is 
envisioning their personal success story. His idea that ‘people who told good stories could stay for free’ 
demonstrates that the renegotiation of value can also be understood in quite a literal sense; that 
storytelling replaces money as value commodity. This idea of storytelling as a currency can be seen as 
Dag’s response, however unintentional, to the elite society’s hegemonic possession of value (Eagleton, 
1996: 93-96), which is not only renegotiating value but nullifies it by accepting only intangible, 
‘humane’ currency. By doing this, Dag is not only opposing the social condition that is the elitist 
monopoly, but is also nurturing subjectification by promoting its traits. By wanting to be paid in 
stories, and by requesting jokes for access to the bathroom, they nurture an environment in which they 
will feel a home: a place that does not depend on monetary wealth, but instead moves focus to what 
they find important. In doing this, they ‘change the rules of the game’, so to speak, by changing the 
terms on which trade takes place. In the bigger perspective this means that anyone who wishes to 
interact with them in their space, if you will, must do so on their terms. Instead of being labelled and 
put into categories, they redefine what is essential in life and ultimately position themselves where they 
are less likely to be affected and influenced by the outside world. Furthermore, storytelling acts as a 
way to make the world more manageable and personal again. Storytelling is a counteracting measure in 
a world that is growing in complexity, as is underlined by Dag who is upset “(...) that the world has 
gotten too big - way beyond our capacity to tell stories about it, and so all we are stuck with are these 
blips and chunks and snippets on bumpers” (Coupland, 1991: 5). In a way, telling stories is thus also a 
way to work against the fragmentation in these blips, chunks, and snippets of the postmodern world; a 
way of trying to connect the bits and pieces into a story. 
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Thus, the functions of storytelling in the novel are manifold: they serve as entertainment, help 
the characters express their innermost feelings and intimate thoughts, and allow the characters to cope 
with their fears and their desperation. Storytelling makes the world more tangible again and demands of 
the characters to use their minds in a productive and creative manner. The telling of stories connects 
their lives, granting them sense and purpose. They act as a means to establish a universe, or what is by 
Andy called “a strange and forbidden garden” (ibid.: 130), which is to some extent exclusive, as it is 
inaccessible to people who do not engage in storytelling. Like a living organism, storytelling changes 
its role from context to context, thereby becoming a valuable and highly adjustable tool for the 
characters. 
3.1.3 Relationships 
The most important relationships in the novel are those of Andy, Dag and Claire, their relationships 
with their families, as well as Claire’s relationship with Tobias. All three of them have escaped the 
same things and find common ground in storytelling, through which they can relate to, and understand, 
each other. The friendship between Andy and Claire began when they started sharing their views on the 
world. Claire told him how she felt; that her family were strangers to her: 
You know, I really think that when God puts families together (…) [he] selects a group of people at 
random and then says to them all “Hey! You’re going to spend the next seventy years together, even 
though you have nothing in common and don’t even like each other.” (ibid.: 36) 
The feeling of separation that Claire feels towards her family is something that is deeply rooted in 
Andy as well, and he knows from that instant that they will be “friends for life” (ibid.). In a way, he 
‘adopts’ Dag and Claire as part of his life and creates a family-like relationship with them. The need for 
this kind of surrogate family might be due his dislocation from his actual family. While Andy has not 
completely disconnected from his parents and siblings, he does not feel that he can relate to them in the 
same way that he can to Dag and Claire, and has therefore removed himself from this connection by 
relocating himself far away. Dag, on the other hand, has chosen to alienate himself completely from his 
parents and immediate family. Unlike Andy and Claire, Dag seems more reluctant to embrace the 
family-like nature of the group, and frequently leaves for longer periods of time. These “[b]rief creative 
bursts (...) [that] allow him to endure the tedium of real work” (Coupland, 1991: 67) are classic 
examples of the nomadic, ruthless lifestyle associated with the X generation (Strauss & Howe, 1992: 
16,17), and could in this relation be seen as an expression of Dag’s reluctance toward embracing the 
family structure and mentality.  
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Another example of Dag’s detachment from his family is shown when Andy talks about his parents and 
how they are stuck in the past with their fifteen-year-old furniture. He explains that they are scared of 
the future, and compares their house with a European waiting room without any young people. Andy 
himself seems scared of the future, not knowing what he will be doing, and it seems like his fears are 
reflected in the sarcasm directed toward his parents. Dag explains to him that all “(...) parents are 
getting old. That’s what happens to old people. They go cuckoo; they get boring, they lose their edge” 
(Coupland, 1991: 85). This disconnection from parents is considered normal X-er behavior. As a 
product of the parent-before-child mentality (Strauss & Howe, 1993: 55; 1993: 71), it was common for 
children of Silent and Boomers to feel a disconnection from their parents. In the novel, it is shown in 
the chapter Define Normal how Andy’s parents were not very affectionate towards their children. The 
impact thereof can be read from the chapter Jan. 1. 2000, where Andy experiences a “(...) crush of love 
unlike anything [he] had ever known” (Coupland, 1991: 179) as a group of mentally handicapped 
teenagers hug and touch him, causing him he refer to them as an “instant family” (ibid). Through this 
example, Andy’s expressed need for a family-like relation is revealed. Another example showing the 
relationship between Andy and his family is the memory of the ‘perfect’ family portrait in Define 
Normal. All seven of the siblings used to look at the portrait once in a while to reminisce in the 
innocence of their childhood. However, fifteen years later, they have all decided that none of them are 
able to live up to the promise of the picture and are finally trying ‘to be themselves’. Whether they live 
up to this promise can be discussed, but the fact that they are all actively trying to disconnect from this 
part of their past is significant, since it expresses the general need for children to rebel against their 
parents. However, we are told that all of the children have at some point come back home to live with 
their parents, which suggests that they are either unable or unwilling to truly break free. It could also 
indicate an inability to cut the ties to their parents, as is quite common for X-ers, as the world generally 
is less welcoming and a lot tougher for them than for previous generations (Strauss & Howe, 1993: 34, 
71, 97). This general lack of support for the X-ers, even from their own parents, is evident for example 
when Andy’s mother says: “(...) I had such high hopes for you kids (...) [but] I had to give up caring 
(...) it’s made my life so much easier” (Coupland, 1991: 139). This showcases both the general 
tendency that people gave up on the X-ers, and how parents put their own needs before those of their 
children (Strauss & Howe, 1993: 55). Moreover, it is made visible to the reader throughout the novel 
how this tendency affected, not just Andy, but his siblings as well. For example, we see how Andy’s 
once-favorite sister, Susan, seems to have succumbed to the same lifestyle of trivial boredom and 
conformity that Andy despises in his parents (ibid.: 135). It could be argued that, due to her post 
college panic, Susan has bought into the dream of the perfect family promised by the picture and used 
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it as a lifeline to ‘save’ herself. In order to copy their parents’ seemingly trivial lifestyle, Susan had to 
get a job as, and marry, a lawyer; a high paying, high-ranking occupation. This example visualizes 
how, for most of the X-ers, society generally worked against them and they had to work much harder 
than their parents just to sustain a similar lifestyle (Strauss & Howe, 1993: 34, 71, 97, 103).  
Andy seems suspicious of the nature of Claire and Tobias’ relationship, as Tobias has “circus 
freak show good looks” (Coupland, 1991: 80) and Claire is “something of a flawed catch by Tobias 
standards” (ibid.: 84). For Claire, the relationship is believed to be predominantly based on physical 
attraction, thus Dag and Andy struggle with Tobias’ motive for quite a while. In the chapter Purchased 
Experiences Don’t Count, Tobias admits that his yuppie behavior is only a facade; that he cannot really 
be part of that culture. As he states: “I’m too young. I don’t have enough money. I may look the part, 
but it’s only looks” (ibid.: 90), after which Andy realizes that Tobias is actually part of his generation. 
He has the same realization regarding his brother, Tyler, when they are at the Vietnam memorial, 
though not completely, as he still finds it difficult to distinguish him from the stereotypical label 
‘Global Teen’. It also becomes apparent to the reader that the reason Tobias is involved with Claire is 
because she can connect him with the yuppie part of him. He belongs to Generation X, but besides 
from his involvement with Claire and the group, he has cut himself completely off from X-er culture. 
Being with Claire is his way of reconciling with this identity, without it affecting the yuppie facade he 
has worked to attain in his general life. Likewise, Tobias embodies all the things that Claire is 
seemingly running from. She comes from a family of upper-class wealth; the embodiment of the yuppie 
life, and she allegedly denounced all of that when she moved to Palm Springs. By being with Tobias, 
she holds onto a minor part of her previous identity and lifestyle. Thus, they mutually exploit the 
relationship as a way to gain access to a part of their identity that they have otherwise denounced.  
Andy generally seems distanced from the notion of love, not only in his view of Claire and 
Tobias’ relationship, or in connection with his parents, but also seemingly from the notion of romantic 
relationships. He describes how he and Claire “both tried hard” to fall in love with one another 
(Coupland, 1991: 47), but also elaborates that this problem is not just occurring in connection with 
Claire:  
I’ve never been in love, and that’s a problem. I just seem to end up as friends with everyone, and I tell 
you I really hate it. I want to fall in love. Or at least I think I do. I’m not sure. It looks so messy. (ibid.) 
The function of love within the X-er identity is not an aspect that appears to have been investigated 
thoroughly. What is made clear is that the X-ers’ absent or self-centered parents caused them to feel 
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unloved or unwanted (Strauss & Howe, 1993: 55-56). One can thus argue that they, as children, 
commonly did not experience affectionate love from their parents, and later they simply were too busy 
upholding a living to indulge in it (ibid.: 34, 71, 97). When Andy talks about love being ‘messy’, it 
might be inferred that he has attained this belief through a lack of love experienced upon himself. For 
nowhere in the novel do we observe Andy being loved, or being in a loving relationship with another 
person in a manner that could be characterized as being anything other than platonic, in the case of his 
relationships with his friends, or spiritual, in the case of his siblings and parents. However, one should 
not overlook the strong love Andy feels for his two friends, which he expresses clearly when he says:  
These creatures here in this room with me - these are the creatures I love and who love me. Together I feel 
like we are a strange and forbidden garden - I feel so happy I could die. If I could have it thus, I would like 
this moment to continue forever. (Coupland 1991: 130) 
Thus, Andy managed to find his own access to love that is also induced by his, Dag, and Claire's 
existence in ‘the strange and forbidden garden’ - a place they have created for themselves, where the 
rules of outside society do not apply and where new values have been established. 
3.1.4 Generationality 
Andy refers to different social groups, the most striking being hippies, yuppies, X-ers, and the Global 
Teens. By investigating these labels, we are able to understand Generation X through Andy. Initially, 
he categorizes himself as part of “the poverty jet set” (Coupland, 1991: 4), which is a larger group of 
impoverished globetrotters, living a nomadic lifestyle. However, he later states that the collective group 
of young people in their twenties in the US “[do not] have a name - an X generation - purposefully 
hiding itself” (ibid.: 56). This contrast shows how, while most groups of people have a name and an 
identity within common society, Andy’s generation is more anonymous; it is hiding in the mass of 
personalities. The identification with the nameless X generation is Andy’s way of setting himself and 
the people he identifies with - the poverty jet set that includes outcasts like Dag and Claire - apart from 
other people. This invisible identity could be an indication of a lack of a collective notion of 
substantiality (Burkitt, 2008: 174). The X-ers thus have a deficiency of substantial identity traits or 
notions that can bind them together. The X label creates a different category from the other social 
groups within his generation; ‘yuppie-wannabes’, like Tobias, or the Global Teens, like his younger 
brother, Tyler.  
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The yuppies are mostly ‘embittered ex-hippies’, portrayed by Andy as auraless ghosts who never 
calculate but only gamble. Being at a party with only yuppies is like being in an empty room (ibid.: 20-
21) Their houses are enormous and blockish, looking like malls in disguise (ibid.: 71). However, there 
is a distinction between yuppies and yuppie-wannabes. The yuppie-wannabes denote that part of the 
Boomer generation, that having reached the age of 30, traded their collective moral codes of peace, 
love, and harmony for family values and a corporate, consumer lifestyle (Strauss & Howe, 1992: 18). 
Tellingly, Tobias is categorized as a ‘yuppie wannabe’, who ‘believes [that] the myth of a yuppie 
lifestyle (...) [is] both satisfying and viable (Coupland, 1991: 91). Andy’s distaste for yuppies and 
yuppie-wannabes shows the distance he is taking from the identity tied to the previous Boomer 
generation. 
Besides Tyler, Andy has five further siblings: Susan, who has been mentioned earlier, Kathleen, Dave, 
Deirdre, and Evan. When regarding Andy’s siblings, some of whom technically belong to the previous 
Boomer generation, we see the division between the generational identities and traits. They present us 
with different aspects of the Boomer and X-er identities, and portray the confused merging of the two. 
For example, the second eldest sibling, Kathleen, who, being part of the Boomer generation, did not 
make the transition to yuppies, instead held onto the hippie mentality and spiritual values of the 
Boomers (Strauss & Howe, 1992: 3). The oldest brother, Dave, shows the conflict between the two 
generations’ identities; he started out exhibiting Boomer behavior, but retreated into an X-er-like way 
of living (Coupland, 1991: 135). Andy’s sister Deirdre clearly portrays the increase in divorce and split 
families, which was also a strong characteristic of the Boomers (Strauss & Howe, 1993: 7, 11, 33). His 
brother Evan seems to be living a mix of the well-adjusted family life commonly connected to the 
Boomers, and the drug abuse tendencies connected to the X-ers (Strauss & Howe, 1992: 8). 
Generational identities are not confined by the generational divide, but rather, identity is a construct 
inevitably affected by the interwoven relation to the surrounding generational identities. Additionally, 
we see this correspond with the notion of the cyclical function of the saeculum in relation to the 
formation of generational identity (Strauss & Howe, 1997: 2-3). 
Andy, Claire, and Dag’s lifestyle is, for the most part, the diametrical opposite of the 
Boomer/yuppie lifestyle. Instead of the nuclear family, they have assembled a commune of fellow 
outcasts. They try not to participate in mainstream consumerism or corporate life, but instead get by on 
a day-to-day like basis. The Global Teens, on the other hand, are described as amusing and confusing 
as they live their lives collectively as a group (Coupland, 1991: 106). Andy mocks the group-based 
lifestyle of the Global Teens, seeming to believe that his life with Dag and Claire is much less co-
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dependent. To some extent, this might be true as Dag is allowed to leave for a longer period of time 
without any consequences for his status in the group. However, while he is gone, Andy makes sure that 
he does not lose his job, and Dag does sends word home as to his location showing that they still try to 
maintain the group mentality even when they are not geographically close. Furthermore, the Global 
Teens do not do drugs, use irony, or engage in drinking (ibid.: 105-106), and are thus quite opposite to 
the X-er identity which is generally connected to substance abuse, and a general tone of sarcasm and 
irony which is applied to everything (Strauss & Howe, 1993: 10; 1992: 8). We also see this portrayed 
in the novel with Dag and Claire’s affinity for casual day-drinking (Coupland, 1991: 4) and Andy’s 
brother Evan being described as a bit of a druggie (ibid.: 135). Tyler and his friends, all of whom are 
living at home, can afford extravagant wardrobes and great hair (ibid.: 105-106). The excessive 
consumerism that marks the fashion style of the Global Teens seems to off-put, if not straight out 
disgust, Andy and the group. Claire and Dag have a tendency to dress up in fifties-style fashion, setting 
themselves in direct opposite to the Global Teens. This expression of identity through fashion could be 
reflective of their inability to unify their past and future in the present (Jameson, 1991: 27). 
Burkitt explains that in order to find one’s self identity, one will automatically search in social groups 
as one’s identity is reflected in culture, history, and other people (Burkitt, 2008: 1). Whereas Tyler’s 
reflection in his social group is very obviously criticized by Andy, it seems that everything Andy 
mocks or criticizes is the part of himself, which he is trying to escape. He too has made his own social 
group, which he uses to shape his own identity. Burkitt states: “In trying to find out who we are, even if 
we believe the riddle is locked inside, we invariably engage in others in the search for the key to 
ourselves” (ibid.). Considering this statement, it becomes apparent how Andy is searching for himself 
in the relationship with Dag and Claire, which also exposes his disinterest in past social relationships. 
Overall, Andy engages in the production of what Sørensen calls generational difference discourse, 
meaning that he puts the generational differences into discursivity. Andy positions himself in 
opposition to other generational groups, such as the Global Teens and wannabe-yuppies, as well as to 
whole other generations with a main focus on his parents. Thereby Coupland, through his main 
character, inherently produces narratives of ‘I’ and the ‘Other’. 
3.2 Thematic Analysis - Shampoo Planet  
The thematic analysis of Shampoo Planet follows quite the same structure as the one applied to 
Generation X. Again, we start off by examining the theme of history and time. Then, the relationships 
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portrayed in the novel are examined, and finally we investigate elements that revolve around the theme 
of generationality.  
3.2.1 History and Time  
As we elucidate in this chapter, there exists a complex and nebulous web of hidden and paradoxical 
depths immanent to Tyler’s identity (e.g. his relationship to his hippie parents, his relationship to Anna-
Louise and Stephanie) that gradually begins to gnaw away at his brash future-oriented historyless 
persona. The emergence of this ‘web of hidden and paradoxical depths’ - which coalesce during his 
road trip with Stephanie - ultimately forces Tyler to reevaluate the assumptions he holds concerning the 
notions of history and time, along with their relevance to his struggle for identity. 
When Tyler decides to leave his hometown of Lancaster, he embarks on a road trip with 
Stephanie. During this trip, Tyler makes a number of detours, (re)visiting places and people that are 
directly related to his past, present and future. Tyler’s sudden departure from Lancaster and subsequent 
road trip seems to signify one final attempt to lay to rest the emotional baggage from his past. We are 
given an indication of the enormous sense of relief and emancipation Tyler feels upon leaving 
Lancaster: “My past lies behind me like a bonfire of anchors and I am freed from the trappings of 
identity” (Coupland, 1992: 187). Indeed, there is a sense here that Tyler is experiencing a genuinely 
liberating sense of freedom, leaving the ‘emotional baggage’ and unasked for expectations concerning 
identity of the Old World behind, replacing it with the present and future promise of a glistening new 
world order. Nevertheless, we are also given a clear insight into the difficulties that Tyler is confronted 
with, as he strives to unshackle himself from the mental vicissitudes of his past. That we can posit such 
a claim can be explained by Tyler’s lapse into nostalgia when he and Stephanie reach their first 
destination on their road trip, namely the hippie commune on Galiano Island where Tyler was born and 
partly raised (ibid.: 188). Here, the sudden wave of nostalgia that washes over Tyler is engendered by 
the remains of the hippie commune that he and Stephanie survey, 
(...) where there stands a dwarfish stone pillar of what was once a chimney. It is surrounded by a small 
mossy rectangle of fireweed, liverworts, huckleberry, ferns, and magic psilocybin mushrooms. There are 
almost no other traces of human habitation having once been here. All metals have rusted, all wood has 
rotted (...). (ibid.: 188-189) 
Tyler’s nostalgic confrontation with the hippie commune therefore externalizes his inner struggle for 
identity, for lapses into nostalgia often emphasize a profound yet repressed sense of personal 
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dislocation in the present and fear of the future. Indeed, in being confronted by this memory of, and 
memorial to, his past, Tyler, paradoxically, is overwhelmed by the ‘trappings of identity’ he so 
confidently had proclaimed himself to be liberated from. Metaphorically speaking, the complexity of 
Tyler’s struggle is mirrored in the physical description of the former hippie commune, insofar as its 
material decay is commensurate with its reclamation by nature. Nature is a powerful progenerative 
force. It replaces that which was old with that which is new. But it is a cyclical and organic process that 
takes time and that is never quite able to shake off the historical and temporal referents to its former 
incarnations. In short, it is a natural process whereby the potential blossoming and/or decomposition of 
an organism in the present and the future is inseparable from the evolution and, in one form or another, 
the repetition of that which has gone before. 
And yet, Tyler does, on occasion, show a genuine connection with nature, which is shown when 
he and Anna-Louise visit Glenn Anna grove. They go there to experience the greatness of nature 
through the exceptionally large orange trees, but when they arrive, all of the trees have been cut down. 
They sit among the stumps and they cry for the loss of the trees (Coupland, 1992: 39, 78-79). This 
incident emphasizes the dichotomy in Tyler’s preached ideology about the future. Tyler generally 
perceives himself as an advocate for change, engaged in materialism and corporate progress. However, 
this confrontation with the loss of something so old and grand, of history, suddenly upsets him deeply. 
Thus, it illuminates the inner conflict he is experiencing in the present between his hopes for a dynamic 
and progressive future and his unresolved issues connected to his past. 
It is clear from the examples above that Tyler is an individual struggling to contain the 
dichotomous split endemic to his identity. This is caused by his inability to marry the deep temporal 
and historical referents intrinsic to his past with his surface persona that radiates a strong desire to 
reject his past in favor of embracing a desire to pursue a historyless future in the present. In this regard, 
he corresponds to Jameson’s description of the postmodern subject as being a decentered and ‘split’ 
entity living in a postmodern society characterized by the complete absence of the autonomous subject. 
Indeed, Tyler as a ‘split’ postmodern subject, in a Jamesonian sense of the word, also corresponds to 
Burkitt’s contention that the postmodern subject faces a dilemma in its struggle to form a social 
identity. Here, the ‘split’ postmodern subject must try to harmonize the need for constancy in their 
identity that they can relate to and that others can acknowledge, with the equally constant demand for 
change in a postmodern world that craves flexibility (Jameson, 1991: 15-16; Burkitt, 2008: 174). 
Tyler’s dichotomous struggle for identity alludes to the problematic where Nature, as the subject’s, 
indeed humanity’s, ‘Other’, in the postmodern period, seems to be very much on the wane. This is 
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brought into sharp focus when Tyler visits the hippie commune. In this instance, it is not so much that 
nature is absent in Tyler, for this is clearly not the case, as we can see how nostalgic memories of his 
childhood come flooding back and how at ease he seems to be in his surroundings. Rather Tyler seems 
intent on repressing this side of his identity in order to pursue a future where nature as a meaning-
giving would be wholly absent. But the clues as to why this is so can be gauged from his trip to the 
grove in Glenn Anna with Anna-Louise. The genuine sadness about the destruction of the forest 
contrasts sharply with his materialist and consumerist ethic. Here one can draw another parallel with 
Jameson in the sense that the destruction of the grove corresponds to his understanding of the 
postmodern sublime (Jameson, 1991: 38). For the natural splendor of the forest has been removed in an 
instant by man-made technology in the name of progress. Thus, in this instance, Nature, as civilized 
society’s supreme object of the sublime, is eradicated by forces mobilized in the service of a consumer-
driven postmodern society that Tyler, at least on the surface, heartily endorses. 
This might, in addition, be viewed as a reflection of Tyler’s linear perception of time. This relation to 
time is generally the most frequent perception used by mankind, but it bears some problematic 
elements. The idea that we are not connected in any way to our past, and that the future is entirely of 
our own making, results in people creating and living a life that is only relevant to themselves. We see 
this reflected in Tyler’s idea of self-making in relation to destiny and the future. He has lost the sense 
of a connection beyond his own personal world (Strauss & Howe, 1997: 11). However, as illustrated by 
the example above, this connection beyond his own timeline is not completely lost, and when it 
appears, it creates conflict within and a sense of loss. 
Even more revealing, perhaps, is the extent to which we can observe the historical and temporal 
essentiality of the notions of family and community to the understanding of generational identity. The 
essentiality of these notions is evident in Tyler’s biological father, Neil’s comment to him that “[y]oung 
people have no memories. [They] are unable to mourn the past” (Coupland, 1992: 213). Indeed, it is 
probably fair to say that Neil’s comment alludes to the hippie counterculture movement of the sixties 
and the seventies that he himself, Jasmine, and Norman were once so passionately devoted to. 
However, Neil can probably recall how the countercultures hoped for legacy of an alternative future, 
based on cultural and social ideals of spiritual, cooperative and communal solidarity, gradually 
dissolved. This is why Neil can mourn the past, because in mourning the past he is in fact mourning the 
loss of a hoped for future that never fully materialized. Thus, the tangled web of historical and temporal 
referents that characterize the complex nature of Tyler’s struggle for identity can be observed. Indeed, 
it is noticeable how the struggle to form any kind of individual or generational identity at any given 
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moment in time is never simply a question of harmonizing disparate historical and temporal referents in 
the present. Rather, one’s struggle for identity in the present is inevitably constituted by the 
generational identities that went before and generational identities that are yet to come. In this sense, 
we can see that Tyler’s struggle for identity is correspondent to Strauss and Howe’s concept of the 
saeculum and its four turnings (Strauss & Howe, 1997: 2-3). Tyler’s Global Teen identity is a direct 
product of his Boomer-hippie parents’ generation, who in turn were a product of their Silent parents’ 
generation. Thus, the historical and temporal movement of the four turnings the saeculum in Tyler’s 
struggle for an identity can be observed: from the high turning of his grandparent’s G.I. generation, 
through to the awakening and unravelling turnings experienced by his parents hippie generation, and on 
to the crisis turning experienced by Tyler and his generation. In the evolution of these turnings, each 
generation’s struggle for an identity is almost always defined by its opposition to the reality spawned 
by the generation that preceded it.  
The paradoxical depths connected to Tyler’s identity do indeed begin to perforate the surface, 
forcing him to reassess his relationship to the historical and temporal referents from his past that clearly 
continue to extend a considerable influence on his struggle for identity in the present. However, this 
does not lead to an immediate repudiation of his assumptions concerning history and time. On the 
contrary, Tyler’s experiences of his visit to the hippie commune, his biological father, and the Glenn 
Anna grove only seem to reinforce these assumptions. That Tyler should react in such a manner is 
perhaps not that difficult to fathom, when one considers the energy and drive he frequently deploys in 
the service of sustaining these assumptions. This is evident in Tyler’s letter to Frank E. Miller, CEO of 
Bechtol, wherein the interwoven relation between history and time forms the foundational basis of a 
business idea he has conceived: 
I suggest, Mr. Miller, that Bechtol develop a nationwide chain of theme parks called HistoryWorld™ in 
which visitors (...) dig through landfill sites abandoned decades ago in search of historical objects like 
pop bottles, old telephones, and furniture. The deeper visitors dig, the further back in time, and hence the 
more they would pay. (Coupland, 1992: 199-200) 
This extract from Tyler’s letter reveals a lot about his entrepreneurial ambition. It is clear that he has an 
aptitude for the conception and marketing of potential profit-making business ideas. However, what is 
also revealing is the sense that Tyler believes that history and time can be commodified and 
trademarked. As the suggested motto for the chain of theme parks clearly suggests: history is instant 
and purchasable (ibid.: 200). Tyler’s business idea thus subsumes the notions of history and time under 
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a surface of wanton consumerism. The historical and temporal continuity of identity thus becomes 
nothing more than the non-sacred and instantaneous means by which corporate behemoths such as 
Bechtol can market and profit enormously from their vision of what they believe that identity ought to 
be. Here, Tyler’s vision for a chain of HistoryWorld™ theme parks to be built by Bechtol thus seems to 
correspond to Jameson’s claim that the dominant factor determining cultural production in the 
postmodern period is the decentered structures intrinsic to late capitalism (Jameson, 1991: 38).  
However, there is a further pertinent point that needs to be illuminated with regard to Tyler’s 
business idea. In its conception, Tyler’s theme park is representative of postmodernism’s synchronic 
view of language and its relation to history and time. That is, that the representation of Tyler’s vision is 
grounded in a temporal view of history that is couched in a language that neither reflects the depth 
associated with the evolution of that language through history, nor the evolution of history itself. 
Moreover, it eschews a diachronic perspective of language and history as it is entirely auto-referential; 
it refers to social and cultural phenomena exclusively generated from within the postmodern period 
itself. Here, then, the fictive rendering of Tyler’s business idea chimes with both Jameson and 
Sørensen’s claim that postmodern cultural and literary representations of the linguistic relation between 
history and time tend toward its synchronic imitation rather than its diachronic production (Jameson, 
1991: 15; Sørensen, 2001: 41). 
3.2.2 Relationships 
One of the most interesting relationships is the one between Tyler and Anna-Louise. They say that they 
love each other but lack romance and fantasy. There is a common understanding and acceptance of this 
between the two of them. They are ‘settling’ for a convenient relationship, as they simply feel 
comfortable around each other (Coupland, 1992: 35). Their relationship is atypical romance, especially 
the, at times, asinine nature of their conversations. These simultaneously reveal that they have a lot in 
common. An example of this is encountered in the following extract from the novel: 
“Tyler?” 
“Yeah?” 
“You are my trailer park” 
“And you, Anna-Louise, are my tornado” (ibid.: 31) 
At the time where Tyler is describing Anna-Louise to the reader, he has just returned from a trip to 
Europe where he met Stephanie. This causes Tyler to admit that his relationship to Anna-Louise has 
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changed (ibid.: 35). Thus, his description of their romance is arguably negatively influenced. Staying 
true to his character and personality, Tyler is very realistic and pragmatic when he reflects upon his 
feelings for Anna-Louise:  
If Anna-Louise and I make too big a deal about liking each other, it merely reminds us we’re not as 
passionate as we’re told we should be. We feel corny. Best not to overthink these issues. I like Anna-
Louise. We feel natural around each other, and I hope this is enough. I get exhausted thinking there must 
be more. (ibid.: 35) 
Tyler’s cultural references are the ones establishing his own societal norms. By that, we especially 
mean the aspect of consumerism. Even though - as will be demonstrated - Tyler is capable of depth 
within his character, there still exists the contrast in his identity between that and the shallowness of 
thinking in terms of consumerism. This way of using consumerism as an outlet for emotions is not 
exactly generational-based. However, it is arguably a reflection of either the X-ers reliance on small 
amount of consumerist goods (Strauss & Howe, 1993: 7), or it could be an expression of the general 
Millennial tendency of embracing consumerism (Sandeen, 2008: 8), even to a point where brands and 
products merge with feelings and identity. From Tyler’s point of view, the intensity of a beer 
commercial is the absolute top measurement of intensity within a relationship, and that is what the ideal 
relationship should be like. Thus, his relationship with Anna-Louise exposes numerous contrasts. The 
notion of ambition that is recurring in Shampoo Planet is arguably Tyler’s main trait. However, with 
Anna-Louise, he shows a complete lack of that same ambition. She therefore serves the function of a 
magnifying glass on Tyler’s identity. 
As for Tyler’s love affair with Stephanie, which eventually causes his relationship with Anna-Louise to 
end, it is tumultuous, eventful, and exciting. Stephanie stands for everything that Anna-Louise is not; 
she is selfish, sophisticated, superficial, and bourgeois. With her, Tyler finds himself in a subordinate 
position which is the position he describes as a sign of weakness, since according to him “(...) the 
person who needs the other person the least in a relationship is the stronger member” (Coupland, 1992: 
53). Moreover, the passage where he and Stephanie are saying goodbye at the airport is crucial, as we 
read that Tyler is not satisfied with the goodbye Stephanie gives him. He yearns for more, and comes 
off as the weaker member of the relationship according to his own definition. Furthermore, she is the 
one that breaks up with him for another person, supporting the aforementioned claim. Stephanie is 
representative of the aforementioned beer commercial, that is, intensity without depth. Their break-up 
is quite brutal for Tyler but simultaneously a defining moment. He sells his beloved car, symbolizing a 
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move away from consumerism. Subsequently, he starts emancipating himself, causing him to reflect on 
his life, especially on the notions of loneliness and love.  
Tyler is capable of deep words and gestures that indicate a certain belief in the idea of love. For 
Anna-Louise, he planted crocus bulbs outside of her window in order for them to spell “LOVE ME” 
(ibid.: 137). Towards the end of the novel, Tyler breaks down and cries as he is “(...) ashamed of how 
badly [he has] treated people [he] love[s]” (ibid.: 274). This shows a completely different, sensitive 
side of him. Undoubtedly, it is a facet of his personality he inherited from his mother, and the very 
same facet that makes him appreciate nature. Jasmine has a strong bond to Tyler. They have honest 
discussions, and diverging views on the world at times, but one can always sense a genuine mutual love 
and respect. Tyler describes their relationship as such: 
My relationship with my mother, as with most family relationships, resembles a relationship with an old 
door, impossible to enter not only unless you have the right key but also unless you know how to jiggle 
that key and grip the doorknob properly too. (ibid.: 15) 
With his grandparents however, Tyler has a distant relationship. He confesses wishing he “(...) liked 
[his] Grandpa more than [he] actually [does]” (ibid.: 61). Tyler paints the grandparents (and by 
extension their generation) as being cheap, emotionally, physically and geographically distant, selfish, 
judgmental, shallow, profit-oriented and reluctant to speak about any uncomfortable topic including 
negative aspects of their generation’s legacy (ibid.: 60-70). It can be argued that the grandparents are 
likely to be part of the G.I. generation. For example, the notion of the grandmother as ‘untrained’ in 
thinking for herself fits with the perception of G.I. women as failing the proceeding generations by 
being ‘kept’ women, through the perceptions of their stay-at-home-wife culture (Strauss & Howe, 
1993: 35). This generational difference stands in contrast to Tyler’s relationship with Anna-Louise, 
where they challenge each other intellectually, causing Tyler to neglect his grandmother as more than 
an asset belonging to his grandfather. Tyler is critical of his grandparents although having arguably 
inherited some of his grandfather’s passion and know-how for sales. Ironically, Tyler does not seem to 
realize that he resembles his grandfather on that level. He states negatively that his grandfather is 
getting old and has “(...) nothing to show for it except a heap of consumer durables” (Coupland, 1992: 
61), while he himself embraces that very same consumer society. The likeness between the two can be 
connected to the notion of a generational cycle; if, as we argue, the Global Teens bore reference to the 
proceeding Millennials, they do in fact share traits with the G.I.s. The X-ers resemble the Lost 
generation, who were preceded by the Missionary generation, which again was a lot like the Boomers 
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(Strauss & Howe, 1992: 14, 19). Thus, as the G.I.s followed the Lost, the Millennials followed the X-
ers, suggesting that these two generations would have a lot of similar traits like their sense of 
community (ibid.: 4). These are the generations to emerge in the end of the fourth turning and in the 
beginning of the first; the ones to restore order to society (ibid.: 13). However, as part of the X 
generation, the resistance towards the G.I.s is understandable as the G.I.s were, arguably, the ones that 
caused the societal conditions that left the X-ers lost and hopeless (ibid.: 35).  
All of the relationship portrayed in the novel have affected Tyler’s identity-formation and it has 
become apparent that all of them are to some extent characterized by distance. Tyler, despite having an 
extensive social circle, does not have any close, personal friends. The nearest he gets to a close 
relationship is either that which he has with his girlfriend, or with his mother. As stated earlier, Anna-
Louise and Tyler seemingly engage in a superficial kind of relation. While there are smaller instances 
where actions or proclamations of love are made, there is still the distance and unwillingness to let 
anyone really close. With his mother, it might be argued, that the relationship is based on a more solid 
foundation of understanding and support. Jasmine functions as a caring mother - the best sort of 
outcome of Silent/Boomer parents (Strauss & Howe, 1993: 57), but she still practices some aspects of 
the ‘leave-em-alone’ style; she does not directly engage in Tyler’s life at any time, at the maximum she 
tries to guide or advise. Through her, Tyler might have gotten a dislocated view on love and affection, 
as he barely knows his own father, and sees his mother in her relationship with Dan which can scarcely 
be categorized as real love. 
One final remark concerns a tactic that influences all of Tyler’s relationships and that he utilizes when 
things get out of control, namely his ‘one-dimensional mode’. He considers it “(...) the most satisfying 
method of coping with out-of-control people - with any situation that’s out of control” (Coupland, 
1992: 47). It goes like this:  
Keep your face like a screen-saver program. Don’t let people know the ideas you love, the games you’ve 
played, the places you’ve visited in your mind. Keep your treasure to yourself. (ibid.: 47) 
It is apparent that this technique he uses builds up a wall between him and the rest of the world, which 
naturally affects his relationships. It seems that the purpose of this mode is essentially self-protection, 
making himself less vulnerable and keeping everything under his control. Tyler's one-dimensional 
mode dovetails with the decentered, postmodern subject that is, as aforementioned, stripped of personal 
‘depth’ turning into a one-dimensional entity. That Tyler tends to lock people out from his intimate 
zone is realized by Anna-Louise who confronts him with her feelings at one point:  
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“(...) I don’t think I even really know you at all. I mean, I know you to a certain level, but then I go no 
deeper. There’s a point at which all knowledge stops - after which you won’t allow me to travel further. 
I’m insulted.” (Coupland, 1992: 153) 
Stephanie makes an interesting connection between Tyler’s invulnerability and the world in which he is 
situated, namely in what they call the New World. She states: “I like you because you have never been 
in love before. And when you do have love, I know you will survive such pain when it ends. You will 
always recover. You are the New World” (ibid.: 117). The presuppositions that are being made here 
exceed Tyler’s character by far, suggesting that Tyler’s way of handling his and other people’s 
emotions can be seen as representative for the New World, which allows us to gain insight not only 
into Tyler, but into the characteristics of this New World. 
3.2.3 Generationality 
That the question of identity in Shampoo Planet is very intertwined with outward appearance is already 
made clear in the second chapter of the novel: “Your hair is you (...). Hair is your document. What’s on 
top of your head says what’s inside of your head” (Coupland, 1992: 7). The condition that to Tyler hair 
is such a crucial factor of identity explains the omnipresence of the hair-theme and the title of the 
novel. It seems that his shampoo collection and the way in which he takes care of his hair, contributes 
to granting him the feeling of control in his life, differentiating him from the unambitious people from 
his town. He wonders:  
How will they ever escape? 
Me? I’ll escape. I know that. I have a plan. I have a brother and sister. I have a good car and a wide 
assortment of excellent hair-care products. I know what I want from life; I have ambition. (ibid.: 13) 
The quote shows how intertwined the hair theme is to a notion that is fundamental to Tyler, namely the 
one of ambition. Furthermore, the reader is instantly confronted with Tyler's superficial take on life. 
This bond with a materialistic state of mind generally contradicts the image normally associated with 
X-ers. However, it is very close to the identity connected to the Millennials, who generally embrace 
consumer culture (Sandeen, 2008: 21). This obsession with consumer culture is therefore associated 
with the late X-ers and early Millennials, and it is within this connection found in characters like Tyler 
that we see the transition from one generation to the next starting to take form. Another aspect of 
Tyler’s nature that bears heavy resemblance toward the Millennial identity is his ambition. Millennials 
are generally very focused on the future; they long for it, they want to get far, and they want to get 
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there fast (Strauss & Howe in Sandeen, 2008: 8). The difference between Tyler and the generic X-er 
attitude can be summed up in this simple statement:  
 I am thinking about the future. 
 I am optimistic about the future. (Coupland, 1992: 54) 
To Tyler the future represents “(...) a promise - a vaccine” (ibid.) - which is the polar opposite to the 
common X-er perception. It is however, very similar to the Millennial experience (Sandeen, 2008: 18). 
Tyler expresses a clear plan for his future based on ambition, optimism, and will power; “I plan to 
make myself so desirable they will have no choice but to hire me” (Coupland, 1992: 55). All of these 
attributes are normally ascribed to Millennials (Sandeen, 2008: 18) and are words rarely, if ever, used 
to describe X-ers. 
Whenever Tyler enters sentimentally challenging situations, he seems to escape potential 
communicative and emotional depth by bringing up the topic of hair. One such example is when the 
recovering depressive Jasmine shares her feelings with Tyler: 
“(...) I’m progressing with life. The women’s group is a big help. Maybe I’ll get a haircut. I have been a 
stick to have around the house the past six weeks.”  
“Haircut?” My interest is perked. (Coupland, 1992: 51) 
Instead of being interested in his mother’s emotional progress, Tyler’s emphasis rests solely on her 
plans of getting a new haircut. This makes him seem somewhat superficial and cold, and not 
empathetic towards Jasmine. One could argue that by putting that much focus on hair, Tyler avoids 
depth and potentially uncontrollable emotions, which can be seen as part of Tyler’s one-dimensional 
mode. It seems that the hair theme acts a means to simplify situations and conversations. It takes the 
spotlight away from problematic themes and makes room for easily digestible matters: “It’s been a 
busy week here in Lancaster. Jasmine got a haircut and Grandma and Grandpa went bankrupt” 
(ibid.:78). The way in which the sentence is structured makes the new haircut appear equally important 
as the bankruptcy of Tyler’s grandparents, and as a result takes away focus from the dramatic character 
of the news. It is affirmed that worrying about hair issues allows Tyler to escape from emotionally 
demanding scenarios, as he expresses himself when he is facing loneliness in Los Angeles:  
What do I do? I try and keep to my regimen: I make sure I am well dressed at all times; I ensure my hair is 
always properly groomed - once hair goes, all else follows - I can’t allow myself to have a bad hair day 
(...). (ibid.: 251)  
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Objectifying has become part of everyday postmodern life in trying to define the narratives within 
subjectivity. Tyler is so keen on keeping himself well groomed in order to continually be the object, 
which he sees himself as. He has an idea of who he wants to be and who he wants to connect with, and 
therefore he has to retain his image, objectifying himself in the way he wants others to objectify him.  
An incident in the novel that is revealing with regard to a collective understanding of generation 
occurs when Tyler’s grandparents are visiting. Just when they want to leave, his grandfather 
extinguishes all three candles on the table with his coughing. Then, after saying goodbye, Tyler and his 
siblings go back into the dining room in order to relight the candles. Tyler explains:  
Once these candles were all burning fully, the three of us moved in on them, and without speaking, we 
blew them out together (...). The moment was not one that could be talked about. The moment was entirely 
ours. As brothers and sister we knew instinctively that if we were going to stand in darkness, best we stand 
in a darkness we had made ourselves. (ibid.: 80-81)  
Here, a collective instinct, a mutual understanding is observed which is bound to the notion of 
generation. What comes into play here is the prevailing idea in the novel that their grandparents’ 
generation needs to be resisted against, as is demonstrated by statements such as “Grandma and 
Grandpa own and run everything - too much money and too much free time. Young people are 
doomed” (ibid.: 80) or “[o]ld people will always win. The system is absolutely rigged in their favor” 
(ibid.: 293). The revolt against the preceding generations is by no means a notion unique to any 
generation. However, the symbolic use of ‘darkness’ could be reflective of the washed out world that 
the X-ers have inherited (Strauss & Howe, 1992: 9; 1993: 23, 35-37). The relighting and blowing out of 
the candles is a representation of the revolt against the G.I.’s domination of power, which allegedly led 
to the economical disorder in the world that the X-ers grew up with. 
Another vital element is Tyler’s obsessive striving for being ‘modern’. In Tyler's world, things 
cannot be ‘modern’ enough, also demonstrated by the fact that he calls his bedroom the 
‘Modernarium’. Whereas the rest of the house is furnished by his hippie mother Jasmine with, as Tyler 
finds, “depressing sand candles” and “gruesome rainbow merchandise,” his room sticks to the colors 
gray, white, and black. Even the walls are gray and all ornaments have been neutralized which Tyler 
finds “hot” (Coupland, 1992: 25). The choice of words like depressing, gruesome, and hot shows how 
much is at stake for Tyler when it comes to a rather superficial element as furniture. This further feeds 
into the impression of Tyler as a depthless subject.  
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Being ‘modern’ and behaving in modern ways is essential to Tyler, as is demonstrated, for instance, in 
a conversation Tyler has with his mother about Bechtol. In this conversation, Tyler reaffirms his plans 
to work for Bechtol after school whereupon Jasmine asks in shock: “Bechtol? Tyler, I still can't believe 
that. We used to firebomb Bechtol.” Tyler replies: “Get modern, Jasmine. Bechtol is a fine company in 
the growth mode and they offer fast advancement potential and shockingly good pension” (ibid.: 17). 
His reply indicates that being and thinking modern is not only a matter of free choice, but that he also 
considers it a necessity as “[t]he world's a much rougher place than when [Jasmine] [was] young” 
(ibid.). This connects to Strauss and Howe’s observation that “13ers believe it will be much harder for 
them to get ahead than it was for their parents - and are overwhelmingly pessimistic about the long-
term fate of their generation and nation” (Strauss & Howe, 1993: 16). 
The need of being modern is also displayed when Tyler talks about what he refers to as the most 
unmodern facet of his personality, namely his “(...) inability to achieve computer nirvana like a true 
hacker or hackette” (Coupland, 1992: 146). According to Tyler, possessing this one unmodern facet is 
equivalent to having six fingers career-wise and Tyler is convinced that this inability will lead to his 
downfall in life (ibid.). Thus, one gets the impression that being modern is a matter of succeeding or 
failing in life, which underlines how serious the matter is to Tyler. As he defines it, being modern can 
in many ways be connected to the notion of depthlessness (Jameson, 1991: 5) it is important to realize 
that, if one believes Tyler, being modern and depthless for that matter, is a necessity in postmodern 
society. 
3.3 Comparative Analysis 
This comparative analysis pursues two objectives. First of all, it juxtaposes and evaluates the findings 
and insights gained in the thematic analyses, taking a final and concluding look at the themes of history 
and time, relationships, and generationality. Second, three new aspects are taken into consideration, 
since they provide us with insights that enrich and complete this study. The first new topic we explore 
is paratextuality. Zooming out from the narrative of the stories allows us to read the two novels as 
objects and to investigate possible postmodern characteristics on a larger scale. Subsequently, we 
examine the references Andy makes to his brother Tyler, as these references can undoubtedly be 
meaningful with regard to Tyler from Shampoo Planet. Thus, these references allow us to observe a 
direct clash between the two different generational mentalities. As a final point, we look at the endings 
of both novels as they are significant in multiple ways, impacting the outcome of the novels and as well 
as the analysis chapter. 
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3.3.1 History and Time 
On the surface, the crisis of identity that envelops Andy, Dag and Claire in Generation X and Tyler in 
Shampoo Planet seems only to reveal an antithetical opposition. For as we have seen, Andy, Dag and 
Claire’s crisis of identity is grounded in their collective and sustained resistance to their incorporation 
into a depthless and one-dimensional, postmodern society. Likewise, Andy, Dag and Claire seem to 
embody the antithesis to the type of future-oriented and dynamic individuality Tyler believes is 
essential to the future progress of the postmodern society he so enthusiastically endorses. However, 
surface appearances can often be deceptive. Indeed, if we delve deeper, we notice that, despite the 
apparent incommensurability of their respective identities, there exist certain contradictions that seem 
to indicate a far greater level of affinity between them than initial impressions would seem to suggest. 
But how can we posit this claim with such certainty? The answer lies in the fact that, in both novels, the 
contradictions immanent to the crisis of identity experienced by the protagonists’ draw forth 
similarities that, when applied to the postmodern era, are inseparable from their interwoven relation to 
history and time. One such contradiction is traceable in the harmonization of the distinction between 
Jameson’s ‘split’ subject and Burkitt’s self-identity dilemma. Here Andy, Dag and Claire, as split 
subjects in search of a multidimensional identity underscored by historical and temporal depth, resist 
their conversion to that which Jameson describes as the decentered postmodern subject. On the surface, 
then, Tyler, as the decentered postmodern subject of Jameson’s description, is clearly the antithesis to 
the Jamesonian ‘split’ subjects that Andy, Dag and Claire appear to be. However, when we apply 
Burkitt’s dilemma equally to both situations, another picture begins to emerge. For implicit in such a 
dilemma is the potential for the emergence of a dichotomous split in the postmodern subject. Such a 
split can arise when the postmodern subject attempts to establish a stable self-identity that runs contrary 
to the goals and ambitions of a postmodern society that demands of its subjects a high level of 
flexibility and thus conformity. Thus, it would seem that Jameson’s split subject and Burkitt’s 
dichotomous postmodern subject are one and the same entity. Indeed, Andy, Dag and Claire are both 
Jamesonian split subjects and Burkittian postmodern subjects, in the sense that their search for a stable 
self-identity is engendered by their refusal to conform to a postmodern society that seeks to decenter 
them. Likewise, Tyler’s struggle for an identity is both emblematic of the conflict created by his 
enthusiastic conformity to a postmodern society that has decentered him, and the underlying instability 
of a dichotomous self-identity that, conversely, has been provoked by this decentering.  
At this juncture, it is clear that if we wish to proceed further, then we need to apply concrete evidence 
that can support the theoretical assumptions presumed above. Such evidence is found in the differing 
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yet interrelated use of nostalgia in the novels, which reveals much about the protagonists’ complex and 
paradoxical view of history and time and its relation to their struggle for identity. Nostalgia for Andy, 
Dag and Claire functions as a means by which they can register their dissatisfaction with a postmodern 
society that is suffused in that which Jameson describes as a culture of the simulacrum. Here, nostalgia 
is rendered through the mimetic style of pastiche that removes any historical and temporal depth from 
contemporary images or productions of the past. The contrast with the form and function of Andy, Dag 
and Claire’s use of nostalgia could not be greater. For the style through which the forms of nostalgia 
they indulge in are rendered, embraces the mimetic style of parody, which enables them to 
simultaneously bemoan and critique the absence of historicity in contemporary postmodern culture. 
This absence of historicity can thus be observed in Tyler’s idea for HistoryWorld™. Here, history and 
time are rendered through pastiche and are reduced to being nothing more than depthless and 
commodifiable cultural simulacra. Andy, Dag and Claire’s rejection of the postmodern culture of 
simulacrum, when set against Tyler’s embrace of the same, would once more seem to set them in 
antithetical opposition to each other. Indeed, in this particular instance, we do get an acute sense of the 
incommensurability of their respective identities, even though both utilize, albeit through radically 
different forms, history and time. Tyler’s use of pastiche is thereby representative of a postmodern 
cultural production that, according to both Jameson and Sørensen, is synchronic rather than diachronic 
in import. In this sense, Tyler’s synchronic imitation of history and time finds its counterpoint in Andy, 
Dag and Claire’s diachronic use of nostalgia. Indeed, Tyler’s synchronic imitation of history and time 
reveals a postmodern subject whose perception of time seems linear in nature. In rejecting his 
diachronic past in order to focus on the synchronic pursuit and self-creation of a future in the present, 
Tyler, as Strauss and Howe stress, divests himself of any fixed or meaningful relation to the world 
around him. 
Tyler’s synchronic imitation and linear perception of history and time thus seems to strengthen this 
antithetical opposition. For Andy, Dag and Claire’s postmodern crisis of identity not only engenders 
their diachronic use of nostalgia but also reveals their unilinear perception of history and time. When 
Andy visits the Vietnam War memorial, these elements perforate the surface and coalesce in a 
diachronic outpouring of nostalgia that intensifies the crisis of identity he and his friends are 
experiencing. On the one hand, the deep-rooted sense of historicity radiating from the war memorial 
arouses in Andy an overarching sense of pessimism for the future that Strauss and Howe suggest is a 
potential consequence of a generation living in a society shorn of identity-shaping depth. On the other, 
the war memorial provokes in Andy a deep sense of indignation over that which Eagleton suggests is 
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the absence, in the postmodern era, of any sense of the universal and restitutive depth normally 
associated with a unilinear perception of history and time. Implicit in Andy’s visit to the war memorial, 
then, is a critique of a postmodern society bereft of a unilinear and diachronic sense of history and time 
that Tyler’s idea for HistoryWorld™ would seem to affirm. As mentioned earlier, Tyler is a split 
postmodern subject whose struggle for an identity is exacerbated by a series of contradictions that 
fragment the surface of his future-oriented and historyless persona. Such contradictions reveal a deep-
rooted and paradoxical relation to his past not previously assumed. For Tyler confronts, often willingly, 
nostalgic memories from his past that reveal him to be an individual capable of unilinear and 
diachronic depth. We observe such moments when he visits the hippie commune where he was born 
and partly raised, when he visits his biological father, Neil, and when he visits the Glenn Anna grove 
with Anna-Louise. In each of these moments, Tyler is forced to reconcile himself with the hidden 
spiritual and organic depths to his identity that run contrary to the materialistic and consumerist 
tendencies his one-dimensional, postmodern persona effuses. However, they also serve to deconstruct 
the antithetical opposition between Tyler and his counterparts Andy, Dag, and Claire. That is because 
the revelation of Tyler’s ‘hidden spiritual and organic depths’ resonates with Andy, Dag, and Claire’s 
intense connection to Nature. In this sense, we observe a harmonization of their respective struggles for 
identity in the sense that they both contradict that which Jameson claims is absent from the postmodern 
subject and postmodern society in general: a genuine sense of Nature as being the individual’s and 
civilization’s sublime ‘Other’.   
3.3.2 Relationships 
One aspect in the difference between Andy and Tyler’s upbringing, and a typical trait for the X-ers, is 
that they were the first generation to experience a massive divorce rate amongst their parents (Sandeen, 
2008: 16; Strauss & Howe, 1992: 8), and often experienced growing up with at least one absent parent, 
often being the father (Strauss & Howe, 1992: 7). This is reflected in Tyler who lives with his mother, 
his father having been absent for the most parts of his life. Andy, however, has seemingly grown up in 
a - while maybe not being exactly loving - collected family, his parents practicing the common Silent 
approach of distant parenting. The parenting style practiced by Andy’s parents, and the form of Tyler’s 
parents relationship are both reflective of common X-er conditions. However, the parenting style 
practiced by Tyler’s mother does not read as being similar to that of Andy’s parents. While she does 
not cocoon and protect in the way of the Millennial parents, she nevertheless engages in the lives of her 
children and is seemingly performing more of a distant but friendly guidance in her role as mother 
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(Sandeen, 2008: 17). Thereby she places herself in between the typical functions for the parents of the 
X-ers and Millennials. While Andy’s parents give up on him, Tyler’s mother tries to be involved and 
supportive, showing the defining difference in their relationships with their parents, and how this might 
have affected their generational identity: as previously stated, a defining difference between the 
characters are the notion of ambition and optimism. It can be interpreted that the support, or lack 
thereof, are the reasons for this differentiation in attitude.  
We also, in both instances, see how their relationship with their parents have affected other 
aspects of their lives. While, as earlier mentioned, there exists no explicit theory on love in the X 
generation, we clearly sense the connection in the two characters’ view on romantic love; they both 
seemingly want it, but as they have not had any personal experiences or examples of a love they can 
relate to in their childhood or adolescent years, they do not have an idea of how love functions or how 
to replicate it. This is demonstrated in Tyler’s idealization of the beer commercial as a portrayal of 
love. Andy’s parents, unlike Tyler and most X-ers, still live together. However, the kind of relationship 
they seemingly have with their children was not one based on affection. With Andy’s siblings all 
partaking of the stereotypical X-er identity, there might have been trouble enough for his parents when 
he was growing up. As a consequence hereof, he likely suffered under the ‘wise’ parenting of the 
Silent, teaching the children principles and adult discipline from a very early age (Strauss & Howe, 
1993: 57). Tyler has arguably been influenced by this lesson, as we see Jasmine trying to preach to him 
some of her hippie knowledge about life (Coupland, 1992: 52, 256-263) or indirectly through her 
relationship with Dan, where Tyler has been involved, functioning as his mother’s ‘immune system’ 
(ibid.: 291). Despite representing different aspects of the X-er upbringing, they struggle with the notion 
and practice of romantic love. Both protagonists attempt relationships, but only Tyler actually succeeds 
at replicating a relationship that might pass for romantic. This notion seems odd, as Andy at least has 
parents, however un-affectionate, to look up to, whereas Tyler comes from a ‘broken home’. However, 
Jasmine does, like Tyler, attempt to have a loving relationship, even though it is not actually successful. 
This model of love might yet have impacted upon Tyler and could be the reason why he is resistant 
toward opening up and being vulnerable in connection with love (ibid.: 47, 153). 
Another essential aspect when comparing the relationships in the novels is their relation to older 
generations. Although Tyler and Andy’s relationships within their peer-group are very different, they 
both feel like previous generations had more and need to be resisted against. However, the grudge of 
Andy, Dag, and Claire concentrates itself against their parents’ generation, whereas Tyler’s resistance 
and envy is directed toward his grandparents’ generation. In Generation X, two, or indirectly speaking 
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three, of the chapter titles are dedicated to the X-ers’ anger toward their parents: Our Parents Had 
More, Don’t Eat Yourself, and Eat Your Parents. The chapter Don’t Eat Yourself directly precedes Eat 
Your Parents, which makes it appear as a superordinate statement that explains who needs to be held 
responsible for many of the difficulties the characters encounter. This criticism of his parents’ 
generation is clearly formulated in the novel. As Andy explains: 
Sometimes I’d just like to mace them. I want to tell them that I envy their upbringings that were so clean, 
so free of futurelessness. And I want to throttle them for blithely handing over the world to us like so 
much skid-marked underwear. (Coupland, 1991: 86) 
It is interesting that one can see generational grudges in both novels, although when taking a closer 
look one can detect different nuances in their resentment: whereas Andy envies his parents’ generation 
because they did not face this future-lessness, Tyler envies his grandparents because the system seems 
to be “absolutely rigged in their favor” (Coupland, 1992: 293). The angle of Tyler’s grudge is more 
anchored in the idea of competition, in which “[o]ld people will always win” (ibid.). However, both 
Andy and Tyler feel disadvantaged and not taken care of by previous generations, which leaves Tyler 
wondering: 
(...) [D]on’t living organisms have a built-in mechanism ensuring the desire to protect their young from 
the foulness of themselves - the way rabbits won’t poop underground? Don’t we humans secrete 
enzymes that make older humans want to help younger humans? (ibid.: 63) 
This grudge against the preceding generations is a common theme in the X-er generation, and with 
good reason. For the parent generations of the Boomers and the Silent let their children grow up 
watching them have thriving careers and family lives that they could commonly uphold with an 
average work effort, and still have time for self-fulfillment (ibid.: 95). The G.I. grandparents was on the 
other hand the epitome of power, which allowed them the ‘forget it’ attitude that they applied to any 
critique laid on them (ibid.: 35), generally not leaving any space for X-ers to affect anything about the 
society that was working against them. 
3.3.3 Generational Depthlessness 
The loss of cultural depth is illustrated in the novel through Dag and Claire’s affinity for the fifties 
(Coupland, 1991: 15). In order to feel a connection with culture, Dag and Claire have to turn to the 
past, because there is no ‘living’ culture any more (Jameson, 1991: 17-18). Likewise we see a similar 
tendency in Shampoo Planet, where Tyler’s sister Daisy and her boyfriend, Murray, strive to replicate 
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the essence of Jasmine’s hippie culture through superficial means such as nose rings and dreadlocks 
(Coupland, 1992: 23-24). Both cases show the characters’ search for a sense of culture in a different 
era, in order to make up for the loss within their own era. However, not all X-ers embody this 
replication of culture. Andy, for example, seems to abide by his own notion of the invisible identity of 
the X-ers (Coupland, 1991: 56), as he himself does not indulge in the retro-fashion of his friends. 
Neither do the protagonists in Shampoo Planet, where Tyler by no means seem to engage in his sister’s 
nostalgic view of the hippie culture. Tyler however showcases a completely different approach than 
Andy; where Andy blends in with the culture-lessness of contemporary times, Tyler expresses culture 
through the implementation of brands and everything modern or futuristic. Whereas Andy chooses to 
be invisible, Tyler embraces consumer culture and makes it part of his expression of identity. This also 
reflects their different relation to time; Dag and Claire, and Daisy and Murray look to the past, they 
practice identity in relation to culture only through nostalgia and replication. Andy reflects the alleged 
cultural void of the present; he is the emptiness of the X-ers. By not being connected to anything 
beyond himself, he embodies the synchronic aspect of generations and the modern submission to linear 
time relations. Tyler’s lifestyle, challenges Jameson’s notion that culture is dead as he embraces the 
culture-lessness of the postmodern generation to an extent that could be said to generate a new notion 
of culture, through the embodiment of consumerism, materialism, and branding. These are also the 
aspects by which he expresses his connection to the notion of future; a concept generally ignored by the 
X generation, but embraced by the proceeding Millennials. In a way, this also embodies the notion of 
the synchronic as Tyler’s ability to do this is arguably caused by his disconnection from the history of 
his generation. 
Strauss and Howe claim that there exists a ‘generational core’ that connects members of a 
generation (Strauss & Howe, 1993: 12). Andy expresses that his generation, the poverty jet set, or the 
X-ers, are generally disconnected and invisible (Coupland, 1991: 56). This statement could be 
interpreted in two ways: on the one hand, it can be argued, as we touched upon in the thematic analysis, 
that Andy, through that statement, expresses a lack of substantiality within his generation (Burkitt, 
2008: 174). Due to the fluid nature of contemporary society, the X-ers have become absorbed within 
this constant changing pace and have lost the footing to create a generational core, or they have lost it 
somewhere in this constant change. On the other hand, it can be argued that what Andy expresses is 
actually the generational core of the X-ers; their common trait is their invisibility. Is it, however, even 
possible to argue that ‘invisibility’ can be categorized as an actual trait that grants enough substance to 
define the ‘core’ of an entire generation? According to Strauss and Howe, it could seem like the answer 
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is a clear yes: tendencies like uncertainty, unwantedness, and disadvantage were, as stated, the defining 
notions for the X generation. Accordingly, it would not be exorbitant to conclude that these are the 
most common traits defining the X-ers identity, and thus their core. But is it correct to determine a 
generational core by these superficial characteristics? That is a question that is more difficult to reflect 
upon. Strauss and Howe’s work seemingly reflects an acknowledgement of this state, but Burkitt would 
arguably disagree, as his work is concerned with identity in relation to the self. The generational core 
of the X-ers is seemingly created by an externally perceived view, thus their identity is not, as Burkitt 
would suggest, solely created from within their own self-perception of their generation. Even though 
Burkitt’s work reflects the individual subject’s approach and understanding of identity, it might be 
argued that this mindset can be translated to a case expanding to a larger collection of individuals. If we 
argue that Burkitt’s perception of the self and identity could be dubious, it might be possible to 
translate his idea of self-perceived identity to this case; thus the factor of how the X-ers perceive 
themselves would be a larger part of their generational core, than the factor of how they are externally 
regarded. 
3.3.4 Paratextual Elements 
When examining the two novels, one needs to regard their paratextual features since the reader is 
confronted with a multi-faceted body of margin discourses that are situated outside of the 
straightforward narrative. Generation X even adjusted its format to a square form in order to enable the 
broad margins on the side, which are used for all sorts of discourses in the form of pop-art cartoons, 
encyclopedics, slogans, etc. It is important to emphasize that this section does not aim to treat all 
paratextual elements involved in the novels, which would mean examining every little detail including 
the cover, title, table of content, epigraphs, chapter titles, all the different forms of margin discourses in 
Generation X, and even the copyright page. Although such an investigation would certainly be fruitful, 
we need to delimit ourselves due to the scope of this project, which means only looking at a small 
number of paratextual features that we find especially valuable for this specific investigation. 
The most significant paratext in Shampoo Planet is the altered version of the Periodic Table of 
Elements as the first form of text, located on the first page, as well as a second different table at the 
very end. These tables have the same structure as the Periodic Table of Elements, only the content has 
changed. In the first table, the letters are altered in such a way that they encompass words like Sun, 
Marriage, Diet, The Past, Ambition, or Mall, just to name a few of the 103 ‘elements’ presented. The 
second table sticks to the original Periodic Table of Elements with regard to the letters. All the words 
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seem to be of some sort of importance to the novel and presenting them before the actual narrative 
encourages a certain reading protocol, as Sørensen calls it. That is, it encourages a mindset in the reader 
by confronting him with this, on first sight far-fetched, paratextual element. Other than that, Shampoo 
Planet denies a superabundance of paratextuality as is present in Generation X. In the latter, the reader 
is confronted with chapters, quotes, cartoons, author-made encyclopedia entries, bumper stickers, 
statistics in the appendix and three distinct parts that make up the novel. Thus, one can argue that the 
reader faces fragmentation also on a visual level, because of the many different pieces the layout 
consists of. Coupland uses different textual genres, often on the same page, which is an important 
characteristic of postmodern literary discourse and analysis. 
One example of the role of the margin discourses can be seen on p. 107 in the novel. Here one 
can see how the paratext directly accompanies and even parodies the straightforward narrative, 
affirming Sørensen in that the text surrounding productions can take on different roles in the way they 
treat the main narrative. In the example, the proper narrative is about a telephone conversation between 
Andy and his brother Tyler, in which Andy positions himself in opposition to Tyler's materialistic way 
of living, to some extent preaching minimalism to his brother. At the margins, next to the narrative, are 
two boxes, which read: 
Conspicuous Minimalism: A life-style tactic similar to Status Substitution. The nonownership of 
material goods flaunted as a token of moral and intellectual superiority. 
Café Minimalism: To espouse a philosophy of minimalism without actually putting into practice any of 
its tenets. (Coupland, 1991: 107) 
The boxes quite self-ironically suggest that preaching minimalism can also be a tactical move from 
which one can derive the feeling of superiority. These boxes are critical of minimalism, pointing out 
that it can also turn into something quite similar to a commodity that is supposed to grant superiority of 
moral and intellectual kind. Thus, these paratextual elements serve in introducing irony, having the 
reader regard Andy's talk of minimalism from a slightly more critical and less serious angle; leading 
the reader into a certain reader protocol as it were. This sort of direct interaction between paratext and 
narrative, where “the margin texts further supply a commentary upon the narrative text proper”, is the 
sort of textual event that Sørensen finds “most interesting” (Sørensen, 2001: 174). That is because in 
such cases there happens a “dual effect where the margin comments heighten the understanding and 
depth of the narrative, while at the same time, chiasmically, the narrative deepens the context of the 
margin discourses” (ibid.). 
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One other paratextual element one finds in Shampoo Planet is a sign that is used consistently - 
already in the title. Technically speaking, the title of novel is not ‘Shampoo Planet’ but rather 
‘Shampoo Planet®’. This sign that Coupland utilizes - not only in the title but also when describing all 
sorts of products such as SoberPuss® or SlimeWarrior® - has an astonishing effect that takes the 
narrative out of its normal form consisting of alphabet letters. Another example of this is the ™ sign 
used for example in HistoryWorld™. The effect of these features, however small, is commodification. 
They invite a layer of meaning, a commodifying dimension as it were, into the narrative, portraying 
Tyler's world in a much more sensible manner than alphabetic characters alone would be capable of. 
Some paratextual features affect the reader in an almost laughter-inducing manner, for instance 
the bumper sticker on p. 90 in Generation X that reads Bench Press Your I.Q. At first glance, it stands 
in contrast to the content of the text on the same page. The lack of context leaves the reader somewhat 
puzzled and the desired effect on the reader would seem to be to disorient. We argue, in line with 
Sørensen, that this slogan might be directed towards Tobias, and a reference to his good looks and 
implied lack of intellectual depth (Coupland, 1991: 184). The same idea occurs throughout Shampoo 
Planet where Shampoo Planet® in itself expresses the fact that the postmodern consumerist world will 
only take seriously trademarked products - products, such as shampoo, so ingenious that if it was not 
trademarked anyone and everyone would plagiarize the idea. The catch, of course, is that the 
abundance of shampoo products in Tyler’s possession, each with their individual trademarked name 
and special effect, are no more special than the next. They reproduce associations to already well-
known things, social constructions and phenomena, such as the DesignatedDriver™, which is their 
main selling point. This by itself would not be enough to serve as criticism, but rather a matter-of-fact 
statement on the nature of consumers and marketing strategies. The criticism expresses itself in the 
manner and scale of usage throughout the novel. Occasionally, the names and contents of products are 
far above the level of what can be considered normal. Take for example Monk-On-Fire® which 
contains “(...) placenta, nectarine-pit extract, and B vitamins” (Coupland, 1992: 7). Apart from the 
placenta being an ingredient, it is hard to accept that no one would be concerned with the name, which 
cannot help but refer to the phenomena of self-immolating monks in the midst of a protest. Tyler, and 
the assumed other users of shampoo products, easily accept the preposterous nature of shampoo 
products. The author uses the very thing he critiques, sarcastically and exaggeratingly, by indirectly 
mocking its users through the use of irony. 
In both novels we find a pre-narrative component, placed prior any other content, and a post-
narrative component, placed at the very end, which sets the tone for the whole novel as a postmodern 
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product. In the pre-narrative of Generation X, a cartoon displays a Lichtenstein-esque young girl 
sipping coffee with a speech bubble saying “[d]on’t worry mother… If the marriage doesn’t work out, 
we can always get divorced.” The quote fits with the depiction of the X-ers as being the first ones 
exposed to mass divorces. The post-narrative of Generation X instead lists a number of statistics, all of 
which concern postmodern America. It serves the reader with a list of objective facts, which stand in 
contrast to the otherwise fictive nature of the novel. In Shampoo Planet, the reader is faced with the 
aforementioned modified versions of the Periodic Table of Elements. One could argue that the Periodic 
Table in its chemical character already suggests, to some extent, the depthlessness of the characters' 
lives - for in chemistry there is neither subjective depth nor non-factual interpretation. Apart from 
introducing the reader to the author’s style, the components serve as a way of breaking with the rest of 
the novel, again portraying the fragmented style of postmodern literature.  
All these extra features in the novels establish the impression that literature alone would not be 
satisfactory in order to portray the generations. These paratextual features Coupland includes seem to 
have the purpose of reflecting the diverse modern media landscape and its fragmented nature. They 
challenge the reader as they are addressed in multiple ways at the same time. Coupland's style of 
writing and the extra narratives mirror the postmodern world the characters live in, and make it easier 
for the reader to sense the environment the characters inhabit. These paratextual elements thus qualify 
the novels not only as postmodern literature but as postmodern products, extending the frame in which 
the effect of the novels can unfold which demonstrates the importance of the role of paratextuality.  
3.3.5 An Encounter of Generational Minds  
Both Andy’s brother as well as Tyler from Shampoo Planet are categorized as Global Teens. Although 
Tyler in Shampoo Planet does not have an older brother called Andy, the parallels between the two 
Tyler’s are undeniable. Thus, by means of these cross references, we observe a common link between 
the two characters of the novels. 
While the term Global Teen is never directly uttered in Shampoo Planet, Tyler expresses a 
fondness for the idea of ‘being global’ (Coupland, 1992: 55), and his general aspiration toward this 
feeling of connectedness and mobility, which is quite similar to the Global Teens in Generation X. 
Because of the similarity between Andy’s Tyler and Shampoo Planet Tyler, it can be established that 
these two share the identity of a Global Teen. The Global Teens are in many ways the frontrunners for 
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the Millennial generation’s identity traits: they embrace materialism, consumerism, and the corporate 
culture, and were in nature radically different from the X-ers (Sandeen, 2008: 17-19). 
Tyler desires to work for Bechtol as they have a “shockingly good pension” (Coupland, 1992: 17). The 
extreme focus on this seemingly insignificant part of the corporate market is in fact another aspect of 
insecurity and uncertainty that X-ers are faced with. Generally, the X-ers could not expect to obtain 
luxuries such as owning a house, receiving general welfare, or having a pension plan (Strauss & Howe, 
1993: 34). In Generation X, Andy, quite sarcastically, explains that many of the Global Teens “(...) 
want to work for IBM when their lives end at the age of twenty-five (“Excuse me, but can you tell me 
more about your pension plan?”)” (Coupland, 1991: 106). In a conversation with their mother, Andy 
states: “I’m just jealous of how unafraid Tyler’s friends are of the future. Scared and envious” (ibid.: 
138). This is reflective of the general Millennial tendency to feel pressured in regards to planning for 
the future (Strauss & Howe in Sandeen, 2008: 8), which again hints at the connection between Global 
Teens and Millennial identity. Contrasting with this unafraid-ness, X-ers’ lives are normally influenced 
by a great uncertainty and fear of the future, as they know it does not hold much hope for them. 
All in all, one could summarize the relationship between the two brothers as rather distant, although 
one can observe one significant communication between the two in which both open up to a surprising 
extent. As Tyler confides in Andy: 
“(...) You seem like you’re only skimming the surface of life, like a water spider - like you have some 
secret that prevent you from entering the mundane everyday world. And that’s fine - but it scares me. If 
you, oh, I don’t know disappeared or something, I don’t know that I could deal with it.” (Coupland, 
1991: 149) 
Here, one gets the chance to gain some insights into Tyler as a person and his way of seeing Andy. In 
the following, it becomes clear that Tyler is not as superficial in his thoughts as it might seem, as he is 
critically reflecting upon his lifestyle and admitting that he is not as much into it as it appears: 
“(...) I know - it looks as if I enjoy what’s going on with my life and everything, but listen, my heart’s 
only half in it. You give my friends and me a bum rap but I’d give all of this up in a flash if someone 
had an even remotely plausible alternative.” (ibid: 150) 
Interestingly, Andy reacts by asking Tyler to stop but ends up realizing “[t]here’s no stopping the boy” 
(ibid.), so Tyler goes on with an intimate confession that puts into perspective every aspect about 
Tyler’s appearance:  
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“(...) And it scares me that I don’t see a future. And I don’t understand this reflex of mine to be such a 
smartass about everything. It really scares me. I may not look like I’m paying attention to anything, 
Andy, but I am. But I can’t allow myself to show it. And I don’t why.” (ibid.) 
Tyler and Andy might have more in common than it seems at first as both feel scared and insecure 
about the future, and thus share a common X-er trait (Strauss & Howe, 1993: 34). Andy’s reaction 
suggests that he might not even want to remove Tyler from the box he put him in. He is reluctant to 
hear about Tyler’s fears as they actually make obvious the flaws in Andy’s preconceived image of him. 
Thus, in this scene of the novel, one does not only learn about Tyler, but also a lot about Andy and his 
way of trying to hold onto the labels he created. He seems unable to remove his brother from the 
narrow frame that the stereotypical label ‘Global Teen’ entails for Tyler's identity. 
All these labels make it easy for Andy to relate to the world around him, and also grants him identity 
by means of being different from yuppies, his parents, Global Teens, and even his brother. If his 
brother no longer fits the identity ascribed to him by Andy, this entails a rupture of all identities 
involved, leading to a renegotiation that Andy seems to try to avoid. 
A significant and enormously revealing clash of the two different generational mentalities is observed 
when Andy and his brother Tyler talk about Christmas on the phone in which Tyler asks Andy: 
“(...) Oh and by the way, what do you want for Christmas?” 
“Nothing, Tyler. I’m getting rid of all the things in my life.” 
“I worry about you, Andy. You have no ambition.” (...) Tyler wants to work for a huge corporation. The 
bigger the better. 
“There’s nothing strange about not wanting anything, Tyler.” 
“So be it, then. Just make sure that I get all the loot you give away. And make sure it’s Polo.” 
“Actually I was thinking of giving you a minimalistic gift this year, Tyler.” (Coupland, 1991: 107) 
This passage clearly demonstrates how they approach the world around them in completely dissimilar 
ways. Whereas Andy’s aim is to abandon consumerism and materialism, both Generation X and 
Shampoo Planet Tylers strive for the exact opposite; Andy’s brother even asking Andy to give him the 
stuff he wants to throw away. It is interesting to consider that in that way no change is taking place on a 
larger scale: commodity is only redistributed. Where one decides to have less, the other accumulates 
more. Another noteworthy aspect of this conversation is Tyler’s criticism of Andy’s lack of ambition. 
As mentioned earlier, ambition is not a common X-er trait, but is more commonly part of the 
Millennial characteristics. As we see in the case of both Tylers, they, as part of the Global Teen identity 
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hold ambition in high regard which links them to the proceeding generational identity of the 
Millennials (Sandeen, 2008: 8). Thus, a more instantaneous and representative illustration of the two 
different generational minds could hardly be made.  
3.3.6 New Beginnings? 
To conclude the analysis, we would like to take a look at the endings of the two novels. Remarkably, 
both novels end with a very pleasant, almost dream-like experience for the two main protagonists. Both 
Andy and Tyler are confronted with a situation, which does something to them in ways they have not 
felt before. For Andy this sensation is love. He watches enthusiastically, together with a group of 
retarded young teenagers, how an egret is circling a field on which a huge fire burns. All of a sudden, 
the egret grazes Andy’s head and hurts his scalp, which inspires one of the children to hug and caress 
him. Then, more and more children join in, everyone showing their affection. Suddenly, he is “(...) dog-
piled by an instant family, in their adoring, healing, uncritical embrace (...)” (Coupland, 1991: 179). 
Unaware of their strength, the teenagers hug him too hard, crushing him, which causes their supervisor 
to come over and yank them away. However, to Andy “(...) this crush of love [is] unlike anything [he 
has] ever known” (ibid.). For some reason the supervisor understands the situation and lets the children 
continue. It is interesting that Generation X ends with this sort of experience, which seems to touch 
Andy deeply, expanding his perception of love. One neither knows whether this deep-reaching 
experience will influence him in the future, nor how, and if, he will process it. Remarkably, this is the 
first and last time in the novel that Andy is actually able to connect with people outside of his group. 
These teenagers do not think in restricted ways like Andy does, and thereby they make possible an 
encounter of such a kind; free of prejudice and presumptions. In their simplicity, they show Andy the 
possibility of encountering another in an open-minded and affectionate manner, demonstrating the 
capacity of love. At the very end, one finds Andy bonding with strangers, far beyond all the labels and 
boxes he usually holds on to.  
Likewise, at the end of Shampoo Planet, Tyler experiences a warm inter-generational encounter 
that is also of a profound nature. In the last chapter, Tyler sleeps over at Anna-Louise’s place, when 
suddenly he wakes up due to warm water trickling underneath his feet. He opens his eyes and realizes 
that the geometry of the room is wrong and that a spaniel puppy licks his face. Because of the weight of 
the carp pond owned by the old neighbor called Mr. Lancaster, the floor above has collapsed. The 
ceiling is now a bridge through which Mr. Lancaster’s animals enter their room. “Animals, one by one, 
are adorning all surfaces of the room, and more of them keep flowing downward into our lives, some 
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pulled by gravity, some by curiosity, skittering down on the slightly springy springboard of the 
collapsed ceiling” (Coupland, 1992: 299). Surprisingly, Tyler reacts calmly to the fact that all of the 
technology in the room is wrecked for he does not think it matters as “(...) it seems beside the point” 
(ibid.). When he looks up above, he sees Lancaster sitting on the edge of the ceiling, sipping a beer 
“(...) and looking at [them] and the changes in [their] world below him” (ibid.). Tyler takes the glass 
next to him and toasts Mr. Lancaster, to whom he, interestingly, now refers to by his first name, Albert, 
which suggests a new form of nearness between the two. Tyler approaches Anna-Louise saying: 
“Anna-Louise, wake up, (...) [w]ake up - the world is alive” (ibid.). 
This last, very symbolical and dream-like scene of the novel is valuable in many respects. It shows a 
fundamental reorientation - the walls between Tyler’s and the older generation literally break down and 
remarkably what emerges is a somewhat odd-looking but friendly situation in which the old looks 
down at the changes of the young with a beer in his hand. Nature invades Anna-Louise’s and Tyler’s 
room, destroying the technology, which is by no means experienced as a problem for the usually so 
technology-addicted Tyler. He seems very much to be at peace and fascination with the new situation, 
realizing something that he seems not to have known before, namely that the world is alive. This last 
scene almost possesses the character of an enlightenment. Like in Generation X, the reader, at the end 
the novel, witnesses a fundamental widening of the main character’s horizon, being left in the dark, 
however, as to how this change of awareness will influence their future life. Because of this, the reader 
is given room and agency to fill the space with their own ideas. In the end, Coupland provides us with 
one final, almost independent appearing fragment that the reader needs to make sense of himself. This 
is characteristic of postmodern literature - the reader is not given any definite solutions or explanations 
as he is supposed to develop these himself. 
As a final note to the analysis, we would like to consider a metaphorical image that Andy 
creates, towards the end of the novel. On his way to San Filipe, at the Mexican border, he sees a fence 
that divides the landscape in two:  
(...) one side of the fence [is] nutritious, food secreting, and bursting with green; the other side lunar, 
granular, parched, and desperate. I think of Dag and Claire when I think of this split - and the way they 
chose by free will to inhabit that lunar side of the fence - enacting their difficult destinies (...). I'm on the 
lunar side of the fence, that much I know for sure. I don't know where or how, but I definitely made that 
choice. And as lonely and awful as that choice can sometimes be, I have no regrets. (Coupland, 1991: 172) 
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This metaphor describes vividly where the main difference between the characters of the two novels 
lie. It demonstrates how one can handle the postmodern conflict, namely either by going with or against 
the stream. Andy and his friends choose to renounce the materialism the postmodern world offers to 
them, situating themselves willfully outside of society, establishing a new, personal system of values. 
Tyler, by contrast, chooses to place himself in what Andy refers to as the green, nutritious side of the 
fence, embracing and identifying with all the consumerist elements offered to him and making them 
part of his self-image. However, it has become evident that his choice to embrace the materialistic 
world is far from being as easy as Andy’s metaphor would suggest. Quite the opposite is true - Tyler 
struggles just as much as Andy on his side of the fence. In the end, it seems that both choices contain 
advantages and disadvantages, and eventually neither one of them is completely at peace with their 
lives. Both characters are in the middle of finding out how to encounter and position themselves in their 
fragmented, postmodern world. 
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4. Conclusion 
The postmodern era the characters are situated in strongly shapes the manner in which the past, the 
present, and the future influences the formation of their generational identity. It has become clear that 
postmodernism demands of the main characters that they take a position to a world that is not only 
rapidly changing, and therefore in a rather unstable state, but is also characterized by the condition that 
most roles have already been taken. The quest for identity is a universal need for human beings; it 
exists on a micro level, such as in families and local communities, and on a macro level amongst a 
generation or a nation. We all strive for our own, unique identity, whether as individuals or as a 
collective. In the postmodern era, the finding of a free and safe space therefore appears to be especially 
challenging - both in a personal and collective sense. 
This investigation has confirmed how interwoven a generation and their sense of identity is with the era 
it emerges from. In the problem statement, we have separated the notion of generation from the notion 
of history and time in order to examine the two components one after the other. Conducting this 
investigation has vividly demonstrated that history and time are inseparable from the notion of 
generation. The era in which these novels are derived from plays an enormous role in the design and 
style of the novels. However, of greater importance is the way in which the characters bestow meaning 
upon themselves as individuals, a generation, and in relation to society and other generations. 
The historical understanding of identity has often placed individuals and generations within the 
parameters of a greater collective identity. In the postmodern era, the social and cultural fabric 
underscoring collective identities has for the most part disappeared. That is because postmodernism as 
a cultural movement is deeply suspicious of the universal truths that historically have structured this 
social and cultural fabric. In the light of this, the perception of generational identity, as portrayed by the 
characters, is, to some extent, altered in the novels: Although being relatively close in age, Tyler and 
Andy, at least on a micro level, establish different generational identities. From one generation can 
emerge a variety of generational identities that are assigned labels such as the X generation, the Global 
Teens, the yuppies, or the hippies. All these labels contain a set of ideals that characterize their 
members' mindset and mentality. Often these ideals are very stereotypical and do not leave room for 
genuine openness and curiosity toward the individual and their perceptions. In a sense, what 
postmodernism encompasses for the characters is exactly this quest that entails a renegotiation of social 
norms and cultural values. It is apparent in both Generation X and Shampoo Planet that the characters 
are in the middle of this active meaning-making process that involves a renegotiation of their 
perception of history and time and its relation to the formation of generational identity - both as 
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individuals as well as a collective. In this manner, subjects in the postmodern era have to decide, in 
their pursuit of an identity, between conforming and confronting to this fragmented world offered to 
them.  
This project leaves us with an empathetic understanding of the struggles, which we all must go 
through, both personally, and as part of a larger ‘we’, in order to establish our own identity. The novels 
present characters on a journey, on the one hand certain and determined, and on the other lost and 
desperate. They confront us with feelings that we all can identify with regardless of what generation, 
nation, class, religion, or race we belong to. In that way, the novels connect us beyond the borders we 
create amongst us. No matter what era we are born into, in the end, when taking a step back, we seem 
to have more in common than the labels we apply to ourselves and others would suggest. And as the 
endings of the novels seem to suggest, there lies an abundant capacity in connecting with one another 
as human beings, beyond the boundaries our minds create. 
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6. Appendix A - Register of Words 
               Generation X        Shampoo Planet 
Future 85, 86, 94, 114, 116, 
121, 138, 144, 150, 
30, 32, 42, 54, 56, 68, 70, 76, 96, 
151, 215, 218, 243, 272, 274, 
290, 298 
History 36, 147, 151, 30, 76, 141, 170, 199-201, 243, 
294 
Past 36, 59, 138, 151 30, 136, 187, 213 
Present 159 24, 182, 243, 273 
Time 15, 127, 129, 139, 
146, 
5-6,139, 146, 154, 221, 278 
 
Yuppies 4, 20, 21, 71, 90, 114, 164 159, 160, 192, 194 
Hippies 20, 37 15, 23, 52, 54, 60 
Generation X 56,81, 86, 89, 90, 143  
Global Teens 105-106, 171 81, 87, 180, 227 
Old people/ grandparents 10, 20 10, 61-63, 65, 80, 191, 293, 299 
 
Loneliness 48, 59, 73, 111 51, 130, 244, 258.259 
Fear 23, 70, 71, 121 19, 27, 33, 48, 126, 127, 288 
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Extinction 62 173, 219 
Escaping 149, 157 13,42, 75, 297 
Aging 31, 110, 134 167, 277, 298 
 
Love 26, 47, 61, 72, 74, 84, 103, 
130, 158, 179 
28, 35, 56, 117!, 136, 242, 262-263, 274, 281 
Friendship 6, 38 105, 296 
Nature 35, 38 32, 41, 42, 76, 83, 85, 86, 27, 136, 189, 207, 
213, 242, 279-280, 297, 299 
Memories 91, 94, 95, 96 20, 44, 213, 290, 298 
Identity 147 7, 187 
Secrets 14, 47, 115-116, 149, 156 23, 34, 53, 188, 261-262, 279, 281, 287, 298 
Darkness 3 81, 261, 262, 298 
 
Happiness 73, 94, 95, 99, 147 272 
Revelations/epiphanies 7, 70, 71, 144, 157, 298, 299 
 
(The Role of) Stories 8, 13, 24, 68- 280 
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69, 116, 166 
Modernity/unmodernity  15, 16, 25, 96, 141, 146, 148, 170, 192, 210, 
216, 221, 236, 278 
Hair 26, 36, 74, 97, 
99, 137, 146 
7, 13, 23, 47, 51, 64, 78, 79, 131, 134, 152, 
180, 213, 214, 236, 251, 271, 275, 277, 287, 
289, 292 
Stars, celebrities 34, 53, 112, 
124 
193, 254, 272, 285 
Ambition 55, 107 13, 112, 161, 210, 230, 242-243, 268 
Materialism 23, 107 273, 282 
Minimalism 59, 75, 107, 
121, 143, 172 
 
 
